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INTRODUCTION
Many NP hard problems are practically important and have to be solved in one
way or another in spite of NP hardness. There are different approaches in the
literature to this challenge: approximate algorithms, probabilistic algorithms, etc.
The approach, adapted in this paper, is to forget about the worst case and to
concentrate on the average case.
For simplicity, we speak about decision problems, rather than search problems,
and restrict attention to algorithms that solve all instances of the problem in ques-
tion. The first restriction is completely superfluous: the whole theory is readily
generalizable to search problems. The second restriction may be relaxed as well.
We assume that a decision problem D comes together with a function J..l that
assigns probabilities to instances of D; the pair (D, J..l) is called a randomized deci-
sion problem. How can one take advantage of probabilities? One possibility is to
seek algorithms that almost always run in polynomial time. The common for-
malization of running almost always in Ptime is that for each n, the probability of
hard instances of size n (where the running time exceeds the given polynomial in
n bound) is bounded by an inverse polynomial of n. Powerful algorithms of that kind
were devised for the Hamiltonian Circuit Problem; see [3] and references therein.
Another approach is to seek algorithms whose expected running time is polynomial.
An algorithm of that kind for Hamiltonian Circuit Problem with a fixed edge
probability has been devised in [11]. Leonid Levin [16] suggested a natural
liberalization of the second approach where an algorithm is considered fast if the
expectation of some fixed root of the running time is polynomial. Algorithms that
almost always run in Ptime (i.e., polynomial time) may be and often are slow in
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Levin's sense. Levin's approach allows a nice reduction theory which is the subject
of this paper.
The new reduction theory generalizes the reduction theory for NP problems.
The role of NP plays a class RNP of randomized decision problems (D, f.1) such
that D is NP and the probability function f.1 satisfies a certain technical condition
(see Section I) that is usually satisfied in practice. In his exceedingly terse paper
[16], Levin generalized polynomial time reductions to fit RNP problems and found
a natural RNP complete problem. Randomized Tiling. To work correctly, a reduc-
tion should not diminish too much the probability of a given instance. As a result,
reducing RNP problems is much more difficult than reducing NP problems.
A priori, it is not clear that there exist complete RNP problems.
Levin's completeness proof is ingenious and complicated. The main part of the
proof is devoted to establishing the completeness of a randomized (and bounded)
version of the halting problem; the reduction of Randomized Halting to
Randomized Tiling is relatively routine. but also not trivial. One contribution of
this paper is a direct and simple proof of the Ptime completeness of Randomized
Halting (Section 4).
David Johnson [13] provided some intuition behind Levin's definitions and
proofs; he challenged readers to find additional complete RNP problems. The first
additional Ptime complete RNP problems are presented in Sections 5 and 6 below.
One of them is Randomized Post Correspondence Problem:
Instance. A nonempty list (u!, VI)' ...• (un V,) of pairs of binary strings, and the
unary notation III for a positive integer n.
Question. Do there exist a number k,,; n and a function F from [I··· k] to
[I ... s] such that the concatenation of strings UF(! i' ...• UF(kl coincides with the
concatenation of strings vF ( I) •...• VF1k)?
Probability. The probability function is given by the following experiment:
Draw independently positive integers nand s with respect to the uniform proba-
bility distribution on positive integers, and then draw independently binary strings
U 1, V I' ... , Un V, with respect to the uniform probability on binary strings.
The uniform (or standard, or default) probabilities on positive integers and
binary strings are described in Section 2.
We have also found that many apparently difficult RNP problems cannot, to all
practical purposes, be proved Ptime complete for RNP. Let us explain this. Call a
probability function f.1 flat if there exists I: > 0 such that f.1(x),,; 2 -11', i.e.,
-log f.1(x) ? nt, for all instances x of sufficiently large size n. Call a randomized
decision problem (D, f.1) .flat if f.1 is flat. Let DEXP (resp. NEXP) be the class of
decision problems decidable in deterministic (resp. nondeterministic) exponential
time. In Section 8, we prove that if Dis DEXP, f.1 is flat and (D, f.1) is hard for RNP
with respect to polynomial time reductions, then DEXP = NEXP. Thus, a flat
problem cannot be proved Ptime complete for RNP unless DEXP = NEXP. The
natural randomizations of usual NP complete problems very often are flat. For
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example, every RNP graph problem is flat if the probability distribution on n-vertex
graphs is determined by the edge-probability f(n) with n-2+'<f(n)< I-n-2+£
for some constant e> O.
The idea of the incompleteness theorem is as follows. A NEXP problem Do can
be turned into a very sparse RNP problem (Db Ild whose positive instances x have
enormous (with regard to the size) probabilities. Given such an x, a reduction f of
(D 1 , Ill) to a flat problem (D, 11) produces an instance f(x) of a high probability
and therefore a small size. It turns out that a deterministic exponential time proce-
dure for D together with a polynomial time procedure for computing f give a
deterministic exponential time procedure for Do.
The incompleteness theorem survives the generalization to reductions com-
putable in average polynomial time; actually, the incompleteness theorem of
Section 8 is stated and proved for average polynomial time reductions. The theorem
survives the generalization to Turing (as opposite to many-one) reductions.
However, it does not survive the generalization to coin-flipping reductions. The
proof fails because, instead of producing one instance f(x) of a high probability and
a small size, a randomizing reduction produces a multitude of instances of a small
probability and a large size. Ramarathnam Venkatesan and his advisor Leonid
Levin found [22] a natural randomized graph-coloring problem, which is flat and
complete with respect to coin-flipping polynomial-time reductions; such reductions
are considered in Section 9. Rich additional information on the theory of average
case complexity can be found in [1]; also see [9].
An important question is whether the current state of RNP theory is sufficient to
identify problems that are difficult on average. Why, in spite of the introduction of
randomized reductions, there are still only a few RNP complete problems known?
Is the setting not exactly right or are average-case completeness proofs inherently
too difficult? It is possible that many problems difficult on average are not complete
for the whole RNP but are complete for natural subclasses. In this connection, NP
problems with small (log-size or, alternatively, polylog-size) witnesses cry for
attention. The worst-case complexity for problems with small witnesses was a
subject of study recently [19,20]. But the case of statistically small witnesses is
even more interesting. Note, for example, that in the case of uniform probability
distribution over graphs with n vertices, the expected maximal clique size is about
210g n.
This article contains a number of additional results and is organized as follows.
Section 1: The notion of polynomiality on average is defined and discussed.
Then the analogs AP and RNP of the classes P and NP are introduced.
Section 2: Default probability functions on numbers and strings are introduced
and discussed. Also, examples of RNP problems are given.
Section 3: Polynomial-time reducibility is defined and studied.
Section 4: A direct and simple proof of the polynomial-time completeness of
Randomized Halting for RNP is given.
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Section 5: Randomized Post Correspondence Problem is proved polynomial-
time complete for RNP.
Section 6: Some additional RNP complete problems are given.
Section 7: Reducibility in average polynomial time is defined and studied.
Section 8: The incompleteness theorem is proved.
Section 9: Randomizing polynomial-time reductions are defined and studied.
Section 10: Sparse RNP problems are studied.
Appendix: The original completeness proof of Levin is reconstructed. (The
Appendix is a result of cooperation of the author and his student David McCauley.)
In the meantime the reduction theory for average case complexity was substantially
advanced and cleaned up somewhat; see [I, 25J and also [9,26].
1. POLYNOMIALITY ON AVERAGE; CLASSES AP AND RNP
The main purpose of this section is to define the analogs for P and NP in the
case of randomized decision problems. Some definitions are revised later in
Section 9.
We start with terminology and notation. As usual, an alphabet is an ordered
finite set of symbols, the letter I is reserved to denote alphabets, and I* is the set
of all I-strings. Order I* first by length and then lexicographically; for brevity,
that order is called lexicographical. I-strings are assigned natural numbers (starting
from 0) with respect to the lexicographical order. The empty string is denoted e.
The successor of a string x is denoted x +. The alphabet (0, I> is called the binary
alphabet.
It is often assumed that, in principle, any decision problem D is the decision
problem for some language L in some alphabet L;:
Instance. A I-string IV.
Question. Does IV belong to L?
In applications, instances may be graphs or whatever, but usually there is no
problem in coding them by strings.
For technical reasons, we need a more general notion of a decision problem over
strings such that the domain (i.e., the set of instances) may be a proper (and not
necessarily recognizable in polynomial time) subset of some I*. We suppose that,
in principal, every decision problem D is given by an alphabetI(D) (or In), the
domain dom(D) s I~, and a language L(D) (or L D ) over I:(D):
Instance. An element IV of dom(D).
Question. Does IV belong to L(D)?
If D is a decision problem and X s I~, then the restriction D IX of D to X is the
decision problem with alphabet I(D), domain D n X, and language L(D). Thus, an
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arbitrary decision problem is a restriction of the decision problem for some
language. Notice that the decision problem D for a language L <;; L'* is the problem
of computing the characteristic function X(L) for L, which is a Boolean-valued func-
tion on L'*. The decision problem for the restriction D IX of D is the problem of
computing a partial Boolean function x(L)1 X, which coincides with X(D) on X and
is undefined on L'* - X. Thus, the decision problem for a language may be termed
total and its restrictions may be termed partial decision problems. Our primary con-
cern is with total decision problems, but it is convenient to allow partial decision
problems as well. A decision algorithm for a partial decision problem D is an algo-
rithm that, given an element w of dom(D), finds out whether w belongs to L(D);
it does not matter what happens if the input happens to be outside of dom(D).
We consider only finite or infinite countable sample spaces, i.e., probability
spaces. The function that assigns probabilities to sample points is the probability
Junction. If f..l is a probability function and X is a collection of sample points then
the f..l-probability of the event X is denoted f..l(X); in other words, f..l(X) = LXE X f..l(x).
The letters f..l and v are reserved for probability functions. If f..l(x) is a probability
function on an ordered sample space then f..l*(x) = Ly<x f..l(Y) is the corresponding
probability distribution. A probability function f..l is positive if every value of f..l is
positive. The restriction f..ll X of a probability function f..l to a set X of sample points
with f..l(x) > 0 is the probability function proportional to f..l on X and zero outside X.
DEFINITION. A randomized decision problem is a pair (D, f..l) where D is a
(partial) decision problem and f..l is a probability function on L';. The restriction of
a randomized decision problem (D, /l) to a set X of instances with /l(x) > 0 is the
randomized decision problem (D IX, f..ll X).
This is the analog of the notion of decision problem in the new setting.
Now let us address the question of which functions we should consider polyno-
mial (more exactly, polynomially bounded) on average. This is an important
question, and we spend some time discussing it.
LetJbe a function from some L'* to nonnegative reals and let f..l be a probabillity
function on L'*. For each n such that the f..l-probability of the event
H n= {x: Ixi =n} is positive, let f..ln(x) be the conditional probability f..l[xIHnJ. We
define f..ln(x) to be identically zero if f..l[HnJ = O. One is tempted to say that J is
polynomial on f..l-average if:
(i) There exists a polynomial p such that, for all n, the expectation
Lixi =nf(x)· f..ln(x) is bounded by pIn).
The problem with condition (i) is that it is not machine-independent: It is easy
to find examples such that J satisfies (i) whereas J2 does not. This remark gives rise
to the following relaxation of condition (i):
(ii) There exists e>O such that Llxl=n(Jx)"·f..ln(x)=O(n) or
(ii') There exists e> 0 such that Lixi = n(Jx)" . IX I-I .f..ln(x) = 0(1).
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Q.E.D.
(For simplicity, we ignore the empty string.) Additional arguments in favor of (ii)
vs (i) may be found in [9]. Condition (ii) may be too restrictive as well. Consider,
for example, a function f such that f(x) = 21 \ I if Ix I is even, and f(x) = Ix I
otherwise. Suppose that, for each even n, the fl [HII ::; 2 2 Ix I. One would expect that
f is linear on fl-average, but condition (ii) is not satisfied. This leads us to the
official definition:
DEFINITION. f is linear on fl-average if the expectation Lx'" J(x) . Ix I I. fl(X)
converges, and f is polynomial on fl-average if it is bounded by a polynomial of a
function that is linear on fl-average.
Thus, f is polynomial on fl-average if and only if:
(iii) There exists 10 > 0 such that Ln" Alx), . Ix I . 1 . fl(x) < 00, or
(iii') There exists an integer k > 0 such that Lx"'" (fx)l/k'l X ,-I. fl(X) < 00.
We say that 10 (resp. k) witnesses the polynomiality of f on fl-average if (iii)
(resp. (iii')) holds.
Condition (ii) has some advantage over condition (iii) because often one knows
probability functions on instances of the same size and does not care about the
probabilities of different sizes. The following proposition shows that, for many usual
probability functions, the two conditions are equivalent.
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let fl be a probability function on some ..[ * and suppose that
there exists a polynomial p such that, for every n, either fl[Hn] = 0 or
fl[Hn] ~p(nr I. Then conditions (ii) and (iii) are equivalent.
Proof It is easy to see that (ii) implies (iii). We prove the other implication.
Suppose (iii). Then there exist 10 and c such that
L [n I. L (/X)lfl(X)]=C<OO.
11>0 1_\"1 =11
We may restrict attention to n>O such that fl[lxl =n]>O. For each such n,
L (/x)'fl(x)::;cn,
Ixl ~II
L (ix), fl,Jx)::;cnlfl[lxl =n] ::;cnp(n).
Ixl ~II
Set b = 1012. We may restrict attention to strings x such that (.fX)b ~ p(n). Then
(.fX)b = (.fx)' . (.fx) - b::; (.fx)' .p(n) I and therefore, for every n,
Ix~n (.fX)b fln(X)::; L\~n (/xj" fl,JX)] .p(n) 1::; [en· p(n)] .p(n) - 1= cn.
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The following sufficient condition for (iii) is useful sometimes:
(iv) There exists an integer k>O such that Lx",J(x)'lxl- k 'fl(X)< 00.
Condition (iv) implies condition (iii') with the same witness k. To prove this, note
that we care only about those nonempty strings x where (fx) Ilk. Ix 1- I > 1. On
those strings (fx) 11k . IX1-1 <f(x) . IXI- k.
Until now, we looked into sufficient conditions for (iii). Here is a necessary
condition:
(v) The expectation Lixi > 1 loglx1f(x), fl(X) converges.
Why do we prefer condition (iii) to condition (v)? This question is related to
another question, addressed in Section 2: Which probability functions on positive
integers are natural? Condition (iii) fits well probability functions on positive
integers which are inverse polynomials. Condition (v) is too liberal in that case. For
example, suppose that fl(X) is proportional to n- 32- 1l , where n=lxl, so that
fl[H Il ] is proportional to the inverse polynomial n 3. Then a fast-growing function
f(x)= Ixl ixi satisfies (v). Also, Proposition 1.1 fails if polynomiality on average is
defined with respect to (v). This ends our discussion on the correct definition of
polynomiality on average. A continuation of this discussion may be found in [9].
Next we give a useful criterion of polynomiality on average [22].
DEFINITION. A function p from some 1:* to nonnegative reals is a rarity function
for a probability function fl on ..r * if the expectation of p is finite.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let f be a function from some ..r* to nonnegative reals and fl
be a probability function on 1:*. The function f is polynomial on fl-average if and only
if there exists a rarity function p for fl such that f(x) is bounded by a polynomial of
two arguments, Ix I and p(x).
Proof It k witnesses that f is polynomial on average, define p(x) =
(fx)llk ·1 x 1- 1, then f(x) = (p(x)1 x It If f(x) is bounded by a polynomial of Ix I
and p(x), then there exists a positive integer k such that, for sufficiently large x, we
have f(x) :( (I x I p(x) )k, so that (fx) Ilk. IX1-1 :( p(x) and therefore k witnesses that
fis polynomial on average. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 1.1. Let fl be a probability function on some ..r*, and f, g be functions
from 1:* to nonnegative reals, and r be a positive real. Iff and g are polynomial on
fl-average then so are max(f, g), j', fx g, and f +g.
Proof Let L = Ix I. We may suppose that, for some E, both expectations
E[.f"jL] and E[g"jL] are finite. Let h(x) = max(f(x), g(x)). Then
AVERAGE CASE COMPLETENESS
E[he/L] =L (hx),·1 x I 1. J-l(X)
~ E[f'/L] + E[gr./L] < 00.
The rest is obvious.
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DEFINITION. f is polynomial on J-l-average on a subset X of I* if there exists e> 0
such that
ei=xEX
DEFINITION. A randomized decision problem (D, J-l) is decidable in APtime if
some Turing machine decides D within time polynomial on average with respect to
J-l. AP is the class of randomized decision problems decidable in APtime. A function
ffrom some It to some I 2* is computable in APtime with respect to a probability
function J-l, on I t if some Turing machine computes f within time polynomial on
average with respect to J-l,.
AP is the analog for P. The letter A stands for "average."
LEMMA 1.2. Suppose that J-l, is a probability function on some I,* ,f is a function
from It to some I 2*, and J-l2(Y)=II<~r J-ll(.X) is the induced probability function
on I 2*.
1. Let T be a function from 1'2* to nonnegative reals. If I fx 1 is polynomial on
J-l,-average and T is polynomial on J-l2-average then the composition h = T cf is polyno-
mialon J-ll-average.
2. Let g be a function from Ii to some I,*. Iff is computable in APtime wrt
J-l, and g is computahle in APtime wrt J-l2 then the composition g of is computahle in
APtime wrt J-ll'
Proof (1) Let k witness that T is polynomial on J-l2-average. For every positive
m?- 1,
\'-=/=('
-> L (hx)l/km·llxl- l /m·J-ll(X)<oo.
1\ ::Fe
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We can safely ignore strings x such that x = e or fx = e. If Ifx I is polynomially
bounded and m is such that I fx 1 11m < Ix I for sufficiently long x, then km witnesses
that h is polynomial on Ill-average:
In the general case. Let m witness that Ifx I is polynomial on Ill-average:
Let
a(x) = (hx)1/2km·1 fx I- 112m,
so that the expectation E[(;(2], with respect to Ill' is finite. Let
f3(x) = Ifxl l/2m ·lxl- 1/2,
so that the expectation E[f32], with respect to Ill, is finite. Then the expectations
E[a2+ 13 2] and E[af3] are finite. Hence
L (hx)1/2km ·Ixl- 1/2. IlI(X) < 00,
L (hX)1/2km ·lxl- 1 . IlI(X) < 00.
(2) The computation of gof splits into two parts: Computing y =f(x) and
then computing g(y). We need to show only that the second part can be done in
APtime with respect to Ill' We know that g(y) is computable in time T(y) polyno-
mial on 1l2-average. Now use (1). Q.E.D.
For a technical reason, we are interested in probability distributions that are
Ptime computable. It is possible, as in [17] to restrict attention to probability dis-
tributions with rational values; such an approach is justified later in this section.
But it seems to us more appropriate to extend the notion of Ptime computability
to real-valued functions. For simplicity, we restrict attention to functions with
values in the real interval [0, 1].
DEFINITION (cf. [14]). A functionffrom some E* to the interval [0,1] of reaIs
is computable in polynomial time if there exists a polynomial time algorithm A(x, 1k)
such that, for every E-string x and every positive integer k, A(x, l k ) is a binary
fraction and I f(x) - A(x, 1k)1 < (~t
LEMMA 1.3 [Blass and Gurevich].
1. rrf and g are Ptime computable functions from some E* to the real interval
[0, 1], then f + g, f - g, andfx g are Ptime computable as well.
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2. Let f be a monotone function from some I* to the real interval [0, 1] and
let A(x, 1k) witness the Ptime computability ofI There exists a witness B(x, 1k) to
Ptime computability off such that, for every k, B is monotone in x.
Proof (1) is easy.
(2) Without loss of generality, f is increasing. Fix k; to simplify notation, we
omit the argument 1k. View a I-string x as a positive integer (say, 1 plus the num-
ber of x in the lexicographical order of I-strings). Here is an algorithm computing
the desired B(x):
1. Find the least integer p such that x ~ 21'.
2. For every q ~p, set B(2") = max {A(2') : r ~ q}.
3. Halt if p = 0; otherwise set a = 21' 1 and b = 21'.
4. While B(x) is undefined do:
(a) If B(a)=B(b) then set B(x)=A(x) and halt, else set c=l(b-a)/2j.
(b) If A(c)~B(a) then set B(c)=B(a), else if A(c»B(b) then set
B(c) = B(b), else set B(c) = A(c).
(c) If x ~ c then set b = c, else set a = c. Q.E.D.
Remark. The Ptime computability of f does not guarantee the computability
(let alone Ptime computability) of the kth digit of Ix:. For, let M be a Turing
machine that computes a function b(x) from binary strings to {O, I} such that the
sets {x: b(x) = O}, {x: b(x) = I} are recursively inseparable. Let T(x) be the time
that M works on instance x; T(x) is infinite if M does not halt on x. If M halts on
x, let
Otherwise, let
f(x) = 0.0(01 )7(X) 1 and g(x) = 0.0(10)7(\1 b(x).
f(x) = 0.0(01)% and g(x) = O.O( 10)%.
Obviously, f and g are Ptime computable. Let h =f+g. If b(x) = 0 then h(x) = 0.0...
and if b(x) = 1, then h(x) = 0.1. Thus, computing the first digit of h (after the binary
point) would separate the inseparable sets.
By Lemma 1.3, a probability function J1 is Ptime computable if the corresponding
probability distribution J1* is Ptime computable. The converse is not necessarily
true:
LEMMA 1.4 [2]. There exists a Ptime computable probability function J1 such that
the probability distribution J1 * is not Ptime computable unless P = N P.
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Proof Construct a Ptime computable binary relation R on binary strings such
Ix I= I y I for all (x, y) E R and the language L = {x : 3y(xRy)} is NP complete.
Construct a Ptime computable probability function v on binary strings such that
every vex) is a binary fraction, and vex) = 0 -I x I is odd.
Define a probability function /.1 on binary strings w as follows. If Iw I is even then
/.1 (w) = O. Suppose that w = xby, where Ix I= I y I and b is a binary bit. If b = 0 then
/.1(w) = [if xRy then v(xy) else OJ, and if b=1 then /.1(w) = v(xY)-/.1(xOy).
Obviously, /.1 is Ptime computable and
L/.1(w)= L /.1(xOY)+/.1(xly)= L v(xy)=1.
1x 1~ 1y 1 1\ 1+ 1y I
If /.1* is Ptime computable then L is in P:
3y(xRy) H /.1*(xl.::) - /.1*(xOz) # 0,
where z = Olx l. Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. Let /.11> /.12 be probability functions on strings in the same alphabet
1:. /.12 dominates (resp. weakly dominates) /.11 if there is a function 1 from I: * to non-
negative reals such that /.11(X) ~/(x), /.12(X) and 1 is polynomially bounded (resp.
polynomial on /.11 average). It is possible to require that /.11(x)=/(x)·/.12(X). The
probability distribution /.1i dominates (resp. weakly dominates) the probability
distribution Jit if /.12 dominates (resp. weakly dominates) /.11'
On first glance, the definition may look a little strange: /.12 needs a factor to be
equal to /.11' But, considering for simplicity positive /.11 and /.12' note that if /.12
dominates /.11 then the ratio /.1t1/.12 is bounded by f, whereas there is no a priori
bound on the ratio /.12//.11'
LEMMA 1.5. fr /.11 is weakly dominated by /.12 and (D, /.12) is AP then (D, /.1d
is AP.
Proof Since (D, /.12) is AP, D is decidable within time T(x) such that
L (TX)I/k ·Ixl I ·/.12(X) < CfJ
for some k. We prove that
for some I that is chosen later. Let g witness that /.11 is dominated by /.12' and let
x= {x: g(x), (TX)l/1 ~ (TX)l/k}. Then
AVERAGE CASE COMPLETENESS
L (TX)I/I·lxl- 1·1l1(X)
\"EX
XEX
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Let x range over the complement of X. Then T I /k < g. T I/I, T I - k < gkl, and
T I / I <gk/(I-k). Since g is polynomial on Ill-average, there is} such that
Choose I such that kl(l- k) < III
An alternative proof of Lemma 1.5 is given in Section 7.
Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. RNP is the class of randomized decision problems (D, Il) such that
D is NP and J1 is dominated or weakly dominated by a probability function v with
Ptime computable probability distribution v*.
RNP is our analog of NP for randomized decision problems. Actually, the
restriction to NP decision problems in the above definition may be rightfully
questioned, but in this paper we stick to it.
Note that the Ptime computability of a probability distribution requires the
Ptime computability of the probabilities of only very special events {y: y < x}.
Levin hypothesizes [13] that any natural probability function either has a polyno-
mial time computable distribution, or else is dominated by a function that does.
Johnson writes that it is not difficult to devise encodings that make "each of the
distributions we have discussed in this column" polynomial time computable. Our
experience supports Levin's hypothesis as well. However, there exist important
probability functions that are not Ptime computable. In particular, information
complexity (i.e., Kolmogorov complexity) gives rise to a recursively enumerable (in
appropriate sense) probability function (say, on binary strings) that dominates any
other recursively enumerable probability function [24]. That maximal probability
function is not Ptime computable and is not dominated by any Ptime computable
probability function.
An important generalization of Ptime computable probability distributions was
introduced recently in [I]; they are so-called samplable distributions. See the
discussion in [9] in this connection.
LEMMA 1.6. For every probability function J1 with a Ptime computable probability
distribution J1* there is a positive probability function III such that Ilt is Ptime com-
putable and every value oj" III is a finite binary fraction and Il(X) = 0(J11 (x)).
Proof To simplify somewhat the exposition, we assume that Il is defined on
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binary strings and every J1 *(x) < 1. Let dx = 2 21 x l. By the definition of polynomial
time computability with k = 2 Ix 1+ 1, there is a Ptime computable function N'(x)
such that every value of N' is a binary function and 1J1*(x)-N'(x)1 < (dx)/2.
Round N'(x) down to 21xl + 1 digits; if the last digit is a 1, then add (dx)/2. The
result N(x) is a binary fraction with at most 2 Ix I digits after the binary point, and
1J1*(x)-N(x)1 <dx.
Define
4J11(X) = [if x #e then N(x+) - N(x) +2 dx, else N(e+) + 1].
Then 4J1t(x) = I +Nx+2I:e<y<xdy if x#e, and therefore
lim 4J1t(x) = 1+ 1+ 2 L: 2"/22" = 4.
Ixl=oo 11>1
Finally, note that 4J1I(x) > J1(x). Indeed, 4J11(e) > J1*(e+) - de+ + 1> J1(e), and if
x # e then
4J1I(X) = N(x+) - N(x) + 2 dx> (J1*(x+) - dx) - (J1*(x) + dx) + 2 dx = J1(x).
Q.E.D.
For future references, note that, for the probability function J11 constructed in the
proof of Lemma 1.6, each binary fraction J11 (x), written without trailing zeroes, has
at most 2 + 2 Ix + I~ 4 + 2 Ix I digits.
2. STANDARD PROBABILITY FUNCTIONS AND EXAMPLES OF RNP PROBLEMS
In the first part of this section, we define standard (or default) probability func-
tions on finite sets, the set of natural numbers, and the set of strings over a given
alphabet. There are two reasons for us to introduce standard probability functions.
One is to use them to define natural probability functions on more complicated
objects; the use of standard probability functions hopefully supports the claim of
naturality. The other reason is brevity. We can speak simply about a random
natural number or a random binary string meaning the randomness with respect to
the corresponding standard probability function.
The uniform probability function, assigning equal probabilities to all sample
points, is our obvious choice for a standard probability function on any (non-
empty) finite set. The choice of a default probability function on positive integers
is not so obvious. We follow Levin [16]:
DEFINITION. The standard probability of a positive integer n IS proportional
to n- 2•
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Discussion. If the desired standard probability function p(n) decreases too
quickly then too much weight is given to small instances. For example if p(n) = 2-"
then the expectation of 2,,/2 with respect to p converges and 2,,/2 appears to be
bounded on average, which is undesirable. Proposition 1.1 justifies restricting atten-
tion to probability functions satisfying the assumption of the proposition. Further,
it is natural to restrict attention to probability functions inversely proportional to
polynomials. It is easy to check that if p and v are inverse polynomials such that
both 1:p(n) and 1:v(n) converge then any function polynomial on p-average is
polynomial also on v-average. Thus, in a sense, it is immaterial which specific
inverse polynomial to choose. The choice of n 2 is natural.
There are natural probability functions that grow slower than probability func-
tions given by inverse polynomials. Consider, for example, probability functions
proportional to n· (log n )2, n ·Iog n . (log log n )2, etc. These functions seem less
convenient, but they have their own advantages. For example, adapt, for a moment,
the alternative definition of polynomiality on average based on condition (v) in Sec-
tion 1: A function f is polynomial on p-average if the p-expectation of loglxl/(x)
converges. Then a relatively fast-growing function f(x)= Ixllog21xl is not polyno-
mial on average with respect to any of the probability functions in question, but it
is polynomial on average with respect to, say, the probability function proportional
to n 3.
If the uniform probability distribution is an ideal (an unreachable ideal in the
case of a countable infinite set of sample points), then one may be interested in even
slower growing probability function. There is no such thing as the slowest growing
probability function. The situation changes however if one restricts attention to
recursively enumerable (in an appropriate sense [24]) probability functions and
does not distinguish between probability function p and v such that p(n) = O(v(n))
and v(n) = O(p(n)). Then there is the slowed growing probability function;
however, it is not dominated or weakly dominated by any Ptime computable
probability function. End of discussion.
DEFINITION. In the case of natural numbers, the standard probability of a
positive n is proportional to n -2, and the standard probability of 0 is positive. (The
exact value of the standard probability of 0 will be immaterial.)
DEFINITION. Let 1: be a k-Ietter alphabet. The standard probability function on
1:* assigns the probability proportional to n - 2k "to any strings of length n. (It
corresponds to the following experiment: choose randomly a natural number n, and
then choose randomly a string of length n.)
An alternative natural approach is to identify strings with natural numbers and
use the standard probability function for natural numbers [16]. One should be a
little careful though. Suppose, for example, that the alphabet in question is binary
and assign to a binary string w the probability proportional to the inverse of the
square of the number of w in the lexicographical order of binary strings. Then the
571/42/H
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probability of the event {w : Iwi = n} is about 2 n which is too little. Assigning the
probability proportional to n -1 (lOg2 n) 2 to the number n and the string of
number n results in the probability of the event {w: Iwi = n} being roughly
proportional to n -2.
Remark. Sometimes, standard probability functions are called uniform even
though they are not truly uniform.
In the rest of this section, we give some examples of RNP problems. The
probability functions are described by means of appropriate experiments.
Randomized 3-Coloring
Instance. A graph on an initial segment [0··· (n - 1)] of natural numbers.
Question. Is the graph 3-colorable?
Probability. Randomly choose a positive integer n, and then randomly choose
a graph on [0 .. · (n - 1)].
The Randomized 3-Coloring Problem happens to be AP. The usual backtracking
solves it in about (surprise!) 197 steps on average [23]. The reason is that there are
very simple and probable witnesses to non-colorability, like a clique of 4. The
average time can be further cut down if the algorithm starts with a direct search for
such witnesses.
DEFINITION. Consider a sample space of graphs on the segment [0··· (n -1)] of
natural numbers where events" {u, v} is an edge" are independent. Here u and v are
distinct vertices. If each of these n(n - 1)/2 events has the same probability p, we say
that the probability function is given by the edge probability p. If p = ! then the
probability function is uniform.
Randomized Cliques
Instance. A graph on an initial segment [0··· (n - 1)] of natural numbers and
a positive integer k < n.
Question. Is there a clique of size > k in the graph?
Probability. Randomly choose a positive integer n, and then randomly choose
a graph on [0 .. · (n - 1)].
It is an open problem whether the Randomized Clique Problem is AP. See [21]
in this connection. It is not difficult to devise a backtracking algorithm that inspects
all cliques in lexicographical order and this way finds a clique of the maximal size.
The expected run time of that algorithm is bounded by
(n ·e2jl)U- r )/2. n(n),
where e is the basis for natural logarithms, 1= log2 n, r = log2 I, and n is a polyno-
mial; a similar estimation is valid if the probability function on n-vertex graphs is
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given by a fixed edge probability p, except the basis for logarithms is lip rather
than 2.
Randomized Hamiltonian Circuits with Edge Prohahility p
Instance. A graph on [0··· (n - I) J.
Question. Is there a Hamiltonian circuit in the graph?
Prohability. Randomly choose a positive integer n, and then choose a graph on
[0··· (n - l)J with respect-to the given edge probability p.
There is a decision algorithm for Randomized Hamiltonian Circuits with expected
run time O(n) for each fixed edge probability p [II]. The fact that Randomized
Hamiltonian Circuits with edge probability ~ is AP is proved in [3].
Randomized Tiling Prohlem over an Alphahet I
Some definitions are needed. A tile is a quadruple
v
u w
x
of I-strings. A function r from the square [0··· (n - I) J x [0·· . (n - 1) J to a set T
of tiles is a T-tiling of the square if
left [r(i + I, j)J = right [r(i, j) J and bottom [r(i,j + 1) J = top( r(i,j) J
for all appropriate i and j. A function p from [0··· (j - 1)] to T is a T-row of
length j if each left[p(i + I )J = right [p(i)]. Now we are ready to formulate the
problem.
Instance. A finite set T of tiles, the unary notation III for a positive integer n,
a positive integer k < n, and aT-row p of some length j such that either j = k or else
j<k and Thas no t with left[tJ=right[p(j)J.
Question. Does there exist aT-tiling r of the square [0··· (n - I) J x
[0··. (n - l)J with r(O, i) = p(i) for all i <j?
Prohability. Choose T with respect to your favorite positive probability func-
tion. Choose randomly n, k and p(O). If p(i) has been chosen, i < k - 1 and the
set T i = {t : tEO T and left [t J = right [p( i) J} is not empty, then choose p( i + 1)
randomly from T i .
Randomized Tiling is complete for RNP in an appropriate sense [16J; a
reconstruction of Levin's proof can be found in the Appendix.
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3. PTIME REDUCIBILITY
If P = NP then AP includes RNP. Hence it is hard to demonstrate an RNP
problem which is not AP. Instead, one can develop a reduction theory for RNP
problems and demonstrate complete RNP problems. RNP completeness of a ran-
domized decision problem witnesses that the problem is hard in the average case.
This section is devoted to polynomial time reducibility of RNP problems; the
existence of a Ptime complete RNP problem is established in the next section. It is
worth mentioning that the inclusion RNP s:; AP is not very likely either: by a
theorem of Ben-David and Luby in Section 8 below, it implies that every problem
decidable in nondeterministic exponential time is decidable in deterministic
exponential time.
As usual, we say that a function f reduces a decision problem D 1 to a decision
problem D 2 if, for every xEdom(D I ), xEL(D I ) if and only iff(x)EL(D 2 ).
DEFINITION.
1. A function f transforms a probability function PI into a probability func-
tion P2 if P2(y) = II'~Y PI(X) for all sample points y in the domain of P2'
2. A function f transforms (D I , pd into (D 2, P2) if it reduces
DII{x:PI(x»O} to D 2 and transforms PI into P2'
LEMMA 3.1.
1. Suppose that a function f transforms PI into a restriction P21 Y of P2' R is
the range of f and Ro= {f(x) :PI(X»O}. Then P21Ro =P21 Y and there exists
v~ PI such that f transforms v into P21 R.
2. Suppose that a function f transforms (D I' PI) into a restriction of (D 2, P2)
and (D 2, P2) is AP. Iff is computable in polynomial time or in time polynomial on
PI-average then (D I , PI) is AP.
3. Every RNP problem (D, p) is Ptime transformable to some RNP problem
(D I , pd over the binary alphabet.
Proof (1) The first claim is obvious. It is not true though that Y necessarily
coincides with Ro; it can be a proper extension of Ro.
The desired v is proportional to Pion {X:PI(X»O}. For every YER-Ro,
(P21 R)(y) = If\~Y v(x).
(2) Every restriction of an AP problem is AP. For, suppose that a decision
problem D is decidable in time T(x) polynomial on average with respect to some
probability function P and let X be a collection of instances of D of some probability
p(X) > O. If k witness that T is polynomial on p-average, then
XEX XEX
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Hence we may assume that f transforms (D I, J1d to (D 2, J12) itself. Let A be a
decision algorithm for D 2 whose run time is polynomial on J12-average. To decide
an instance x of D 1 , compute f(x) and then apply A to f(x). By Lemma 1.2, the
run time of A onf(x) is polynomial on J11-average.
(3) Let I be the alphabet of D. If 1.' is unary and a is the only letter of I,
define f(an)= 1n; otherwise let f take the nth I-string to the nth binary string. The
desired D 1 is the decision problem for the language {f(x): x E L(D)}, and the
desired J11(Y)=J1(f I(y)). If J1 is dominated by some v with Ptime computable v*
and v l (y)=v(f-l(y)), then v is dominated by VI and vi is Ptime computable.
Q.E.D.
Let J11:;;:; J12 denote that J11 is dominated by J12' and let J11~ J12 denote that f
transforms J11 into J12'
DEFINITION. J12 dominates J1! with respect to a function f, symbolically J11 :;;:;f J12'
if there exists some v~ J11 such that f transforms v into a restriction of J12'
LEMMA 3.2. J12 dominates J11 with respect to a one-tv-one function f if and only
if the probability function v(x) proportional to J12(fX) dominates J11'
Proof First, suppose that J12 dominates J11 wrt f Then there exists v1 ~ J11 such
that f transforms vI to a restriction J121 Y of J12' We have
so that v~ vI ~ J11' Second, suppose that v~ J11' Since f transforms v to J12' J12
dominates J11 wrtf Q.E.D.
LEMMA 3.3. Let f he a Ptime computahle function from some I ~ to some I:.
I1. If /11 ----'-----> v2:;;:; /12 le)r some V2 then J11 :;;:;/ J12'
2. Suppose that f: It ---+ I 2* is honest, i.e., Ix I is hounded hy a polynomial of
f IIfxl. If J11:;;:; J12 then there is V2 such that J11----'-----> V2:;;:;J12'
Proof (1) Without loss of generality, we may suppose that J12(Y) = 0 for every
y such that v2(y)=O. For, let J1 be the restriction of J12 to {y:v 2(y»O}.
Obviously, J1 dominates v2 . Suppose that some v dominates J11 and f transforms v
to a restriction of J1. Then f transforms v to a restriction of J12 and therefore
J11 :;;:;f J12'
Since J12 dominates v2, there exists a polynomially bounded function g such that
v2(Y) = g(y) . J12(Y)' Define:
vdx) = [if V2(fX) > 0 then J11 (x) . (g(f~) )-1, else 0].
Since I f x I and g( y) are polynomially bounded, g(fx) is polynomially bounded
and therefore J11:;;:; VI' We check that f transforms VI into J12' If v2( y) = 0 then
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L:fx~1' v,(X)=O=fl2(Y)' and if v2(y»O then g(y»O and L:fx~y vl(x)=
(L:fx~y fl,(X))· (gy)-' = v2(y)· (gy)-I = fl2(Y).
(2) By Lemma 3.1(1), there exists v, such that fll ~ V,~ fl21 Y, where Y
comprises pointsf(x) with fl,(X»O. Without loss of generality, fl21 Y=fl2, for if
f ffll --------+ V2 ~ fl21 Y then fl, --------+ V2 ~ fl2. Define:
g(x) = [if fl,(X) > 0 then fl,(X)/VI(x), else I]
v2(y) = L fl,(X)
f~~y
h(y) = [if fl2(y) > 0 then V2(Y)/fl2(Y)' else 1l
Obviously, g is polynomially bounded, fll = g . V j,.f transforms fl, into v2, and
V2 = h· fl2. We need only prove that h is polynomially bounded. Restrict attention
to yE Y. We have
L fl,(y) = v2(y) = h(y)· fl2(Y) = h(y)· L vl(x) = h(y)· L (gx)- I. fll(X).
f~ ~ y r~ ~ I' f~ ~ \'
Thus, (hy)-' is the conditional expectation E[(gx)-'lfx=Yl Since g is polyno-
mially bounded and f is honest, there exists a polynomial q such that
g(x)~q(lfxl)· Then (gx)-'~I/q(lfxl), and (hy)-'=E[(gx) 'If\"=y]~
l/q(y), and h(y) ~ q(y). Q.E.D.
Remark. The honesty condition cannot be dropped in Lemma 3.3(2). Consider
a function y =f(x) that takes a binary string x into the number Ix I written in the
binary notation. For every i> l,ftransforms the probability function (;(i(X) propor-
tional to Ixl- i to the probability function f3i(Y) proportional to y-i. Since
(;(2 ~ (;(3' (;(2 ~f f3 3· But f transforms (;(2 into f32 which is not dominated by f3 3·
DEFINITION. A Ptime computable function f reduces (D I , fltl to (D2, fl2) if f
reduces D,I {x: fl,(X) > O} to D 2 and fl, ~f fl2.
LEMMA 3.4.
l. lj(D"fltl Ptime reduces to (D2,fl2) and (D2,fl2) is AP then (Dj,fltl is
AP.
2. The Ptime reducibility relation on randomized decision problems is transitive.
Proof (1) Suppose that a Ptime computable function f reduces (D"fltl to
(D2, fl2). Then there exists a probability function v~ fll such that f transforms v
into a restriction of fl2. Suppose that (D2, fl2) is AP. By Lemma 3.1(2), (D
"
v)
is AP. By Lemma 1.5, (D" fltl is AP.
(2) Suppose that f Ptime reduces (D
"
fl,) to (D2, fl2) and g Ptime reduces
(D2, fl2) to (D 3' fl3). There exists a probability function vI ~ fl, such that f trans-
forms vI into a restriction fl; of fl2, and there exists a probability function V2 ~ fl2
such that g transforms V2 to a restriction fl; of fl3. If fll (x) > 0 then vI(x) > 0,
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,u;(fx) > 0 and ,u2(fX) > 0; hence the composition g of reduces D 1 1 {x : ,u 1(x) > O} to
D3 . We have
By Lemma 3.3( I), there exists v~ 1'1 such that f reduces v to a restriction v; of v2 ·
Thus,
Obviously, g transforms v; to a restriction ,u~ of ,u~. Hence g of reduces ,u 1 to ,u3'
Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. A randomized decision problem (D,,u) is Ptime hard for RNP if
every RNP problem Ptime reduces to (D, ,u), and (D,,u) is Ptime completefor RNP
if it is RNP and Ptime hard for RNP.
It is not obvious that there are Ptime complete problems for RNP.
4. RANDOMIZED HALTING PROBLEM
In this section, we prove that an arbitrary RNP problem reduces to a
randomized version of the bounded halting problem for an appropriate nondeter-
ministic Turing machine (shortly, NTM); for brevity, the adjective "bounded" is
omitted. We restrict attention to NTMs with binary input alphabet (unless the
contrary is said explicitly).
Randomized Halting Problem RH(M) for an NTM M
Instance. A binary string wO 1/1 with n> Iw [.
Question. Is there a halting computation of M on w with at most n steps?
Probability. Proportional to n 32 -k, where k = 1 wi.
The probability function of RH(M) corresponds to the follcwing experiment.
First, randomly choose a positive integer n, then randomly choose a natural
number k < n, and then randomly choose a binary string of length k.
DEFINITION. A positive integer n is longevous for an input w of an NTM M if
every halting computation of M on w has ~ n steps. A function g( w) is a longevity
guard for M if, for every input w, g( w) is a number longevous for w. If g is a
longevity guard for M, let RH(M, g) be the restriction of RH(M) to instances
WOllr(II'I.
THEOREM 4.1. For every RNP problem (D,,u) there exist an NTM M and a
longevity guard gfor M such that (D,,u) Ptime reduces to RH(M, g).
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Proof By the definition of RNP problems in Section I, the probability function
11 is dominated by some probability function III with Ptime computable distribution
Ilt. By the definition of Ptime reducibility, (D,Il) Ptime reduces to (D,lld. By
Lemma 3.4(2), we may assume that 11 = Ill' By Lemma 3.1 (3), we may assume that
instances of D are binary strings. By Lemma 1.6, we may assume that every value
of 11 is a positive binary fraction.
By the definition of RNP problems, the decision problem D is NP. Therefore
there exists an NTM A D such that:
AD has a halting computation on an arbitrary input w if and only if w is
a positive instance of D, and
A D has a polynomially bounded longevity guard.
Let x' be the shortest binary string with 1l*(x)<O·x'l ~Il*(x+). Recall that x+
is the successor of x in the lexicographical order. Then
o·x'i - 2- lx'll ~ Il*(x) < Il*(x+) < 0 ·x'i + 2- lx'll,
and therefore 2 x 2 -I x' 11 > Il(x). Set
x" = [if2 -Ixl > Il(x) then Ox, else Ix'],
so that 2- lx"l > ll(x)/2.
The desired reduction is
f(x) = x"OI g(X"l,
where g is a longevity guard for the desired NTM M. Now we describe the desired
NTM M. Given a binary bit b followed by a string w, M executes the following
algorithm:
1. If b = 0 then
if 2 -I w I ~ Il( w) then loop forever else simulate A D on w.
2. Find the unique x with 1l*(x)<O·wl ~Il*(x+).
3. If 2 -I x I > Il(x) or x' ¥- w then loop forever, else simulate A D on x.
M has a halting computation on x" if and only if x is a positive instance of D.
Ptime computability of 11 * is used on step 2. It is easy to see that M has a longevity
guard g such that g(x") is bounded by a polynomial of Ix I (though not necessarily
bounded by a polynomial of Ix" I).
Finally, the probability function v of RH(M, g) dominates 11 with respect to f
For, v(f\") is proportional to g(x") -32 -lx"l which exceeds g(x") 3 ll(x)/2. Q.E.D.
COROLLARIES.
1. There is an NTM M such that RH(M) is Ptime complete for RNP.
2. Let v be any positive probability function over NTMs. The following
randomized decision problem is Ptime hard for RNP:
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Instance. An NTM M and an instance wOln of RH(M).
Question. Is there a halting computation of M on w with at most n steps?
Probability. Choose M with respect to v and then choose an instance of RH(M)
as above.
Proof (I) Choose M to be a universal NTM. (2) Clear. Q.E.D.
Remark. Theorem 4.1 implies a similar theorem for the case of, say, ternary
input alphabet. The proof illustrates how reductions of RNP problems differ from
reductions of NP problems. The desired reduction transforms an instance xOl m for
the given RH(M, g) to an instance yOl n for a new RH(M', g'); here x is a binary
string and y is a ternary string. Of course, x is also a ternary string, but y cannot
be taken equal to x because the domination condition will be violated: The
probability that a random ternary string happens to be binary approaches 0
exponentially (in the length of the string) fast. One possibility is to choose y in such
a way that the number of x in the lexicographical order of binary strings equals the
number of y in the lexicographical order of ternary strings.
In the rest of this section, we restrict attention to NTMs with a single tape, that
is bounded on the left and unbounded to the right, and a single head; the input is
left justified on the tape in the initial moment. Note that Theorem 4.1 survives the
restriction. The following two lemmas are useful.
LEMMA 4.1. Let F, G be Ptime computable functions from binary strings to binary
strings such that IF(w)j =O(log2Iwl) and IG(w)1 =O(log2Iwl). For every
RH(Mo, go), there exist an NTM M and a longevity guard g for M such that
RH(Mo, go) Ptime reduces to the restriction of RH(M,g) to instances wOln where w
starts with F( w) and ends with G( w).
Proof Given an input w, the desired M checks whether w has the form
F( w) uG(w). In the positive case, M simulates Moon u; otherwise it loops. The
desired reduction takes uOl m to F(u)u(G(u)Olp(m), where p is an appropriate
polynomial. The domination requirement is obviously satisfied. Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. An input w is stable for an NTM M if, for every natural number
n, the following statements are equivalent:
1. There exists x such that M has a halting computation on wx with at most
n steps, and
2. For every x, M has a halting computation on wx with at most n steps.
LEMMA 4.2. For every RH(Mo, go), there exist an NTM M and a longevity guard
g for M such that RH(Mo, go) Ptime reduces to the restriction of RH(M, g) to stable
instances (i.e., to instances wOl glu) where w is stable for M). Moreover, it may be
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required that 0 and 1 are the only tape symbols of M (with 0 serving also as the
blank).
Remark. Note that a machine with binary input alphabet may have many tape
symbols; in particular, the blank may differ from input symbols. The proof of
Lemma 4.2 can be simplified if the restriction on the tape alphabet is removed.
Proof Code tape symbols of M o with binary strings of some fixed length I such
that the string I', called $ in this proof, is not a code. The desired M works as
follows.
1. M verifies that the initial tape has a prefix
$OatalOa2a2···0akak$$
for some k and some binary digits a j, ••• , ak with at = 1; if not then M loops.
2. Let m be the positive integer with binary notation at a2 ... ak' and u be the
string b1b2···bm such that the initial tape has a prefix $Oa tatOa2a2···Oakak$$u.
Using the sequence of positions 2, 5, 8, ..., 3k - 1 of the string $ ... $$ as a counter,
M transforms
$Oa 1 a 10a2a2···Oakak$$u into u$OajatOa2a2 ···Oakak$$.
3. Using a counter again, M transforms
u$Oa tal Oa2a2... Oakak$$ into $03k$V tV2... vm $,
where each VI is the code for b,.
4. Using the codes for tape symbols, M simulates M o pushing the rightmost
$ to the right if necessary.
The desired reduction is
where a j a2... ak is the binary notation for Iu I, and p is an appropriate polynomial.
We ignore the case of u = e. It is obvious that the string v = $Oa 1at'" Oakak$$u is
stable for M. To check the domination condition, note that Iv I= Iu I+ O(lOg2 Iu I)·
Q.E.D.
5. RANDOMIZED POST CORRESPONDENCE PROBLEM
In this section, a randomized version of the bounded Post Correspondence
Problem (PCP) is defined and proved Ptime complete for RNP. PCP is a well-
known undecidable decision problem [12J; it can be stated as follows.
Post Correspondence Problem
Instance. A nonempty list L = <(u 1 , vt ), ..., (u" vs ) >of pairs of strings.
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Question. Does there exist a function F from some nonempty interval [1 ... k]
of integers to the interval [1··· s] such that the concatenation of strings
UF(l)' ..., UF(k) coincides with the concatenation of strings VF(l)' ... , VF(k)?
If UF(l) ... UF(k) = vF(ll ... VF(kl' and k > 0 then F is called a solution of length k for
the given instance L of PCP. According to Garey and Johnson [7] a bounded
version of PCP has been proved NP complete by Constable, Hunt, and Sahni [6].
For brevity, we omit the adjective "bounded" in the following definition.
Randomized Post Correspondence Problem (RPCP)
Instance. A nonempty list L = <(u I' vd, ..., (un Vs) of pairs of binary strings,
and the unary notation 1n for a positive integer n.
Question. Is there a solution of length at most n for L?
Probability. Randomly and independently choose positive integers nand s, then
randomly and independently choose binary strings U l' VI' ... , Un V,.
In accordance with Section 2, the random choices are made with respect to the
default, or standard, probability functions on positive integers and binary strings
which were defined in Section 2. It is clear that RPCP is RNP. Call an instance
(L, 1n) of RPCP robust if either L has no solution or it has a solution of length
~ n. Let RRPCP be the restriction of RPCP to robust instances.
THEOREM 5.1. RRPCP is Ptime hardfor RNP.
Proof The proof is an adaptation of the standard undecidability proof for PCP
[12]; the difficulty is that the desired reduction should have the domination
property.
Suppose that M is an arbitrary Ptime guarded NTM and g is a longevity guard
for M. By Theorem 4.1, it suffices to reduce RH(M, g) to RRPCP. Let (D, fl) be the
restriction of RH(M, g) to instances wOlin such that w is not empty and starts with
a 1; by Lemma 4.1, it suffices to reduce (D, fl) to RRPCP. Let (J be the number of
control states of M and r be the number of tape symbols of M.
LEMMA 5.1. Let w be a nonempty binary string and I be the least even integer
such that 2(1-6)/2 ~ Iwi + (J + 2r + 2. There exists a set S of binary strings of length
I satisfving the following requirements.
1. No S-string is a substring of w.
2. If a nonempty suffix z of an S-string x is a prefix of an S-string y, then
z=x= y.
3. Every S-string starts with 01.
4. IS I= (J + 2r + 2.
Proof Let R be the regular set 0100(00 + 11)* 11. The string w has ~ Iw I sub-
strings of length I. The definition of I allows us to choose a set S of R-strings of
length I that satisfies requirements (1) and (4). Then requirement (3) is satisfied.
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To prove that requirement 2 is satisfied as well, suppose by contradiction that
x=a l ···a,ES, 1<i:>;;./, and y=b l ···b,=ai···a,+i_1 ES. Since x, y belong to R,
they satisfy the following: If 1 <j:>;;.1 and j is odd then j < I, ai = aj+ I' and
bj=bj+l • If i= 1 then O=b l =a,= 1; hence i < I. Since ai= b l =0 and ai+1= b2 = 1,
i is even. Since i + 1 is odd, ai+ I = ai+ 2 = 1. But ai+ 2 = b3 = O. This gives the desired
contradiction. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 5.2. Every binary string x that does not start with 01 and is different from
o is a concatenation of strings 00, 000, 1, and 10.
Proof We prove the lemma by induction on Ix I. The case Ix I :>;;. 3 is easy.
Suppose that Ix I> 3. It suffices to prove the existence of strings y, z such that
x = yz, y is one of the 4 strings 000, 00, 1, 10 and z does not start with 01 and is
different from O.
If x starts with: then the desired y is:
0000
0001
001
100
101
11
00
000
00
1
10
1 Q.E.D.
In Section 4, at the beginning and right before Lemma 4.1, we restricted the class
of NTMs under consideration. Without loss of generality, we may suppose
additionally that our M uses a blank symbol which is different from input symbols
and that, on every step, the head of M prints a nonblank symbol in the currently
scanned cell and moves one cell to the left or right. It follows that the nonblank
portion of the tape is always an initial segment of the tape. In addition, we may
suppose that there is only one halting state, and in any halting configuration the
first, i.e., the leftmost, blank is observed.
Let w be an instance of D and let 1and S be as in Lemma 5.1. Use (J members
of S to code state symbols of M, and let s, h be the codes for the initial and the
halting states of M respectively. Use 2r additional members of S to assign two
binary codes X' and X" to each tape symbol X of M. In particular, we have 0', 0",
1', I"; let B' and B" be the two codes for the blank symbol B of M. We use X+
as a variable over (X', X"). Finally, let % and So be the two remaining members
of S.
For every w, let L=L(w) be an instance of PCP comprising the following pairs
of binary strings:
LO. (%, %wso).
LI. The four pairs (u, v) such that UE {OOO, 00,1, 10} and v is obtained from
U by replacing symbols 0, 1 with strings 0', l' respectively.
L2. The pair (so, sB').
L3. Pairs (X', X"), (X", X') for every tape symbol X of M.
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L4.1. Pairs (pX+, Y'q) for each instruction [pX --- qYR] of M.
L4.2. Pairs (Z+ pX+, qZ'Y') for each instruction [pX --- qYL] of M.
L4.3. Pairs (pB+, Y'qB') for each instruction [pB---qYR] of M.
L4.4. Pairs (Z+pB+, qZ'Y'B') for each instruction [pB---qYL] of M.
LS. Pairs (X+ h, h).
L6. Pairs (hB+ B', B').
It is convenient to view the problem of solving L as a derivation problem with pairs
LG-L6 as rules of inference. In this connection, we need a few definitions.
Two binary strings are compatihle if one of them is a prefix of the other. Pairs
(x 1, Y I) and (x2' 12) of strings are equivalent if there exist strings u, v, and x 3, Y3
such that XI = ux 3 , YI = UY3' x 2 = vx 3 , and 12 = VYJ. A pair (x, y) of binary stings
is unary if either x or Y is empty. It is easy to see that every pair of compatible
strings is equivalent to a unary pair.
A pair (x I' Y 1) yields a pair (x 2,12) in one step if there is a pair (u, v) in LG-L6
such that (x I U, Y I v) is equivalent to (x 2 , 12 ). The yield relation on pairs is the
transitive closure of the yield-in-one-step relation. We identify a string x with the
unary pair (e, x). This extends the yield relation to strings.
LEMMA 5.3. L( w) has a solution ollength I + k If and only il wSo yields the empty
string e in k steps.
Proof L has a solution of length I + k if and only if e yields e in 1 + k steps.
Since (%, %wso) is the only compatible pair in L, e yields e in 1 + k steps if and
only if wSo yields e in k steps. Q.E.D.
For each binary string x, let x' (resp. x") be the binary string obtained from x
by replacing each 0 with 0' (resp. 0") and each 1 with l' (resp. 1").
LEMMA 5.4.
1. wSo yields So w' in :( 1 wi steps.
2. Any derivation of e from wSo splits into two parts: a derivation of So w' and
a subsequent derivation ol e from So w'.
Proof (1) Use Lemma 5.2 and rules L2.
(2) Consider the given derivation. First some pair (u, wSou') is derived by
means of Ll-rules and then some other rule (x, y) is applied to that pair. Obviously
x belongs to Sand ux is a prefix of wSou'.
Recall that S satisfies the four requirements of Lemma 5.1. If ux is a prefix of w
then x is a substring of w which contradicts requirement 1. Hence 1 ux 1 > I wi·
The string u' is a concatenations I ... Sk where each Si is either 0' or 1'. Let Wo= w
and Wi + 1 = Wis i for 0 < i < k, and let i be the least number such that
IWi 1< lux 1:( 1wi+I I· Then a nonempty suffix of x is a prefix of Si' Since S satisfies
requirement 2 of Lemma 5.1, u = W;.
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If i>O then (u, wsou' ) is equivalent to a nonempty concatenation of strings 0'
and 1'. Only rules L3 are applicable to concatenations of strings 0' and 1', and all
rules L3 are length preserving. It follows that, in the case i> 0, the pair (u, wSou' )
does not derive e. Hence i = 0, u = wand (u, wsou' ) is equivalent to So Wi. Q.E.D.
If x is a string of state or tape symbols of M, let x+ denote any of the binary
strings obtained from x by replacing each occurrence of every symbol by an
S-string that codes the symbol.
LEMMA 5.5. There exists exactly one derivation of length Iwi + I from So Wi, and
the result of that derivation is sw"B '.
Proof Apply the L2-rule to derive WisB' from So Wi. Then use Iw I applications
of L3-rules to derive sw"B' from WisB'. The uniqueness is obvious. Q.E.D.
If at moment t (i.e., after t steps of computation), the state of M is q, the head
of M is at cell number i, and the first blank is in cell number j, then the
configuration of M at moment t may be represented by a string xqy, called the
instantaneous description or ID, where x and yare the strings in the segments
[1 ... (i - 1)] and [i··· j] of the tape respectively. We identify states of M with
their binary codes. Thus, the initial ID of M on input w is swB.
LEMMA 5.6. Let t' = max( t, Iwi).
1. There exists a polynomial PI such that if an ID xqy is reachable from the
initialID swB in t steps then every sw+ B+ yields some x+qy+ within PI(t') steps.
2. There exists a polynomial P2 such that if M has a halting computation of
length t then every sw+ B+ yields the empty string within P2(t') steps.
Proof (1) An easy induction on t. The simulation of a step of M from a con-
figuration Xl q I Y1 comprises of ,,;; Ix 1 I applications of L3-rules, followed by one
application of an L4-rule, followed by I y I - 1 applications of L3-rules. It remains
to note that the length of the ID at moment t is bounded by t' + I.
(2) If a halting configuration xhB is reachable in t steps, then, by (I), some
x+ hB+ is derivable from any sw+ B+ in ,,;; Pt(t) steps. If y = zX, where X is a tape
symbol of M, then y + hB + yields z + hB + by means of Iz I applications of rules L3,
followed by one application of an L5-rule, followed by an additional application of
an L3-rule. This shows that x +hB + yields hB + and allows to estimate the derivation
length. Finally, hB+ yields e by means of one application of an L-rule. Q.E.D.
It is easy to see that any derivation from any sw + B + can use only rules L3-L6.
For, consider the collection K of strings x and unary pairs (x, e) such that x is a
concatenation of the codes for state and tape symbols. K contains all strings
sw + B+, and is closed under rules L3-L6, and only rules L3-L6 are applicable to
members of K.
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LEMMA 5.7.
1. Every string, derivedfrom any sw+ B+ by means of rules L3-L4 has theform
x;- qy+x{" , where x 1 x2qy is a reachable ID oj'M, or the form y;- x+qy{", where
xqYI Y2 is a reachable ID oj'M.
2. If some sw + B + yields e then M halts on w.
Proof (I) Induction on the length of the derivation.
(2) Suppose that sw + B + yields e. Since no L3 or L4 rule shortens strings,
rules L5 or L6 should be used in the derivation. Hence sw+ B+ yields some string
x;- hu + x {" or y;- x + hy {" . By (1), there is a halting computation of M on w. Q.E.D.
LEMMA 5.8. There exists a polynomial p such that, for every instance wOI'" of D,
the following statements are equivalent:
1. M has a halting computation of length ":;m on w.
2. L(w) has a solution of len[?th ":;p(m).
3. L( w) has a solution.
4. M has a halting computation on j,l'.
Proof First we prove that (1 ) implies (2) for an appropirate p. Suppose that M
has an m-step halting computation on w. By Lemma 5.3, we need to show that wSo
yields e in < p(m) steps for some polynomial p. By Lemma 5.4(1), wSo yields So Wi
in a number of steps which is at most Iw I and therefore less than m. By Lemma 5.5,
So Wi yields sw"B' in Iwi + I ,,:; m steps. Now use Lemma 5.6.
Obviously, (2) implies (3).
To prove that (3) implies (4), suppose that L( w) has a solution. By Lemma 5.3,
wSo yields e. By Lemma 5.4(2), So Wi yields e. By Lemma 5.5, sw"B' yields e. Now
use Lemma 5.7(2).
Since (D, f.1) is a restriction of RH (M, g), m is longevous for w. Hence (4) implies
(1). Q.E.D.
Let p be as in Lemma 5.8. The desired reduction reduction of (D, f.1) to RRPCP is
f( wOI "') = (L( w), I rlln)).
By Lemma 5.8, wOI In is a positive instance of D if and only if f( wOl In) is a positive
instance of RRPCP. It remains to check that the probability function v of RRPCP
dominates f.1. Since (D, f.1) is a restriction of RH(M, g), f.1(wOI In) is proportional to
m -32 -I wi. We must prove that, for some polynomial r, r(m) x v(f( wOI "')) exceeds
m-32 Iw l.
Let b(x) be the default probability of a binary string x. Let u range over the
binary strings of L( w) different from % W.la. v(f( wO I In)) is the product of p(m) - 2
and b(%wso ) and all btu). It suffices to prove that:
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There exists a polynomial r l such that r1(m)xp(m) 2>m- 3,
there exists a polynomial r2 such that r2(m)x(5(%wso»2-lwl, and
there exists a polynomial r3 such that r3(m) x c5(u) > 1 for all u.
All three claims are easy. Use the fact the length I of S-strings is O(lOg2 Iwi).
Theorem 4.1 is proved. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY. RPCP is Ptime complete for RNP.
Remark 5.1. The reason for introducing robust instances was to make the
completeness proof a little easier. It is possible also that the robustness may be
helpful in reducing RPCP to other problems. In this connection, let us note that the
definition of robust instances (L, 1n) may be strengthened by requiring that every
solution for L should be of length ~ n. Theorem 5.1 remains true and the particular
reduction, described in the proof of Theorem 5.1, is fine. Lemma 5.7 should be
strengthened by asserting that longer derivations correspond to longer computa-
tions.
Remark 5.2. In the classical reduction of the halting problem to PCP [12], an
input w of the given Turing machine appears in a coded form in the corresponding
instance of PCP. We must use an essentially uncoded form of w in order to take
care about probabilities. Rules L2 are used to rewrite w in a coded form. The four
L2-rules cannot be replaced by two simpler rules (0,0') and (1, 1') because the new
rules may be applicable in inappropriate situations.
In the rest of this section, we slightly modify the proof of Theorem 5.1 and prove
the RNP hardness of another form of RPCP; that result is used in the next section.
Let x- 1 denote the reverse of binary string x.
LEMMA 5.1 '. Let w be a nonempty binary string and I be the least even integer
such that 2(1- 6)/2 ~ 2 Iwi + (J + 2, + 2. There exists a set S of binary strings of length
I satisfying the four requirements of Lemma 5.1 plus the following two additional
requirements:
5. For no S-string x, x- 1 is a substring of w.
6. If x, y, z are s-strings then Z-1 is not a substring of xy.
Proof Let R be as in the proof of Lemma 5.1. The number of substrings of w
of length I plus the number of substrings of w-I of length I is at most 2 Iw I. The
definition of I allows us to choose a set S of R-strings of length I that satisfies
requirements (1), (4), and (5). Requirement (3) is obviously satisfied. The same
proof as before establishes that S satisfies requirement (2).
By contradiction, suppose that x, y, z witness that S fails to satisfy requirement
(6). Let xy = a 1 ••. a2/ and z - 1 = b 1 ... b / = a i ... a/ + i-I' Since z - 1 starts with 11 and
x starts with 0100, i> 4. If i is odd then xy has a 1 in the odd position 1+ i - 2
followed by a °in the even position 1+ i-I which is impossible. Hence i is even.
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By induction on j, i ~j ~ 1+ 1, we check that ai = 1. If j = i then ai = b I = 1. If j is
odd and aj = 1 then ai + I = 1 because x, Y E R. If j is even and ai = 1 then j - i + 1
is odd,j-i+ 1 <j-4+ 1 <1-2 and bi '+1 = 1; hence bi ,= 1 because ZER and
hence ai + 1= 1. In particular, a,+ I = I which is impossible. Q.E.D.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 remains valid if Lemma 5.1 IS replaced with
Lemma 5.1'.
Define the length of a pair (x, y) of binary strings to be the difference I y I - Ix I.
Call an instance L of PCP positively biased if lUI'" Uk I~ IVI'" Vk I whenever
U I ... Uk and VI'" Vk are compatible and each (up v;) belongs to L,.
LEMMA 5.9. The instances of PCP constructed in the modified proof of Theorem
5.1 are positively biased.
Proof By contradiction, suppose that an instance L( w) is not positively biased.
Then e yields a negative pair N. Then wSo yields N. An argument similar to the
proof of Lemma 5.4(2) establishes that sow' yields N. By Lemma 5.5, sw"B' yields
N. As it has been proved, any derivation from .I'll''' B' uses only rules L3-16. Length-
decreasing rules should be used in order to derive N. All length decreasing rules
involve h. By Lemma 5.7, some u' hv + yields N. Here uv is a string of tape symbols.
It is easy to see that U + hv + does not yield any negative pair. Q.E.D.
We say that an instance L of PCP is palindrome sensitive if there is no
palindrome UI "'UkVk-1 "'V I I where each (u" t\) belongs to L and lUI ···ukl =l-
IVI'" Vk I·
THEOREM 5.2. The restrictIOn of RPCP to instances (L, I") such that L is
palindrome sensitive is hard/or RNP.
Proo{: It suffices to check that instances L( 11') constructed in the modified
proof of Theorem 5.1 are palindrome sensitive. Without loss of generality, we may
suppose that Iwl~l. By contradiction suppose that pairs (uj,vd, ...,(ukovd
witness the failure of palindrome sensitivity of some L(w). We know that U I = %
and VI = %wso. Let U= U2'" Uk and v = V2··· Vk' By Lemma 5.9, I%ul < I%wsovi.
Hence there exists a palindrome x such that ux = wSoV and wSo yields x by means
of rules Ll-L6. It follows that v is a nonempty concatenation of S-strings. It is easy
to see that x starts with a reverse r I of an S-string. By the choice of S, r I cannot
be a substring of w. Hence II' is a proper prefix of uri'
First suppose that U is a proper prefix of w, so that x has a suffix So v and therefore
it has a prefix r l r2, where r2 is a reverse of an S-string. But then r2 is a substring
of the concatenation So v of S-strings which contradicts the choice of S.
Thus, w is a prefix of u. Then x is a suffix of So v, If only L2-rules, which increase
the positive balance, were used to derive x then Ix I ~ 21 and x is the concatenation
of a suffix of an S-string and at least two s-strings. By the choice of S, such a
571/42/3-9
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concatenation cannot be a palindrome. Thus, at least one of the rules L3-L6 was
used to derive x. The left string of any such rule starts with an S string. By the
choice of S (use requirements 1 and 2), x is a concatenation of S-strings. Hence x
is not a palindrome. Q.E.D.
6. ADDITIONAL RNP COMPLETE PROBLEMS
Randomized Palindrome Problem
Instance. A context-free grammar with productions
T--+u 1 TV 1 1···1 Us Tv, I e,
and the unary notation I" for a positive integer number n. Here U i and Vi are binary
strings, and e is the empty string.
Question. Is it possible to derive a nonempty palindrome (in terminal symbols 0
and 1) in at most n steps?
Probability. Randomly and independently choose positive integers nand s, then
randomly and independently choose binary strings U I , VI' ... , us, v,.
THEOREM 6.1. Randomized Palindrome Problem is Ptime complete for RNP.
Proof It is obvious that the problem is RNP. To prove that it is hard for RNP,
we reduce the palindrome sensitive version of PCP (see Theorem 5.2) to
Randomized Palindrome Problem. Given a palindrome sensitive instance
L= «(u l , vd, ..., (uS' v,» of PCP and some }", the desired reduction produces a
grammar G with productions
T --+ U 1 Tv I 1 I ... Iu, Tv; I I e,
and the unary notation for n + 1. The domination requirement is obvious. We must
check that L has a solution of length ~n if and only if G produces a nonempty
palindrome in at most n + 1 steps.
It is clear that every solution
U F( I) ... U F(k) = V F( 1) ... V F(k)
for L gives rise to a (k + 1)-step derivation of the Palindrome
-1-1
UF(I)'" UF(kjVF(k)'" V F(I)'
Suppose that G produces a nonempty Palindrome
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in k + 1 steps. Since L is palindrome sensitive,
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Q.E.D.
It is easier to find complete RNP problems of logical nature. In this connection,
we give two relatively straightforward theorems.
Let rjJ be a first-order sentence with order relation <, a unary predicate symbol
P, and a collection (J of additional predicate symbols. Restrict attention to finite
structures S with order such that the universe of S is an initial segment [0··· n - 1]
of natural numbers and the order is standard. Define the randomized satisfiability
problem RSAT(rjJ):
Instance. The unary notation for a positive integer n, a natural number k < n,
and a unary relation Po on [0··· k - 1].
Question. Is there a model for rjJ on [0··· n - 1] such that P coincides with Po
on [0·"k-1]?
Probability. The probability of the given instance is proportional to n - 32k and
corresponds to the following experiment: Randomly choose n, then randomly
choose k, then randomly choose Po.
Obviously, RSAT (rjJ) is RNP.
THEOREM 6.2. For every RNP problem (D, /l), there exists a first-order sentence
rjJ(P) such that (D,/l) reduces to RSAT(rjJ).
Proof Use Theorem 4.1. Q.E.D.
Remark. Utilizing known undecidability proofs, one can put severe syntactical
restrictions on ,p.
Let t/J be a sentence in the first-order language of arithmetic enriched with an
additional unary relation P. Define the randomized arithmetical satisfiability
problem RAS( t/J):
Instance. The unary notation for a positive integer n, a natural number k < n,
and a unary relation Po on [0,,· k - 1].
Question. Is there an extension P of Po to [0·" n - 1] such that t/J(P) holds in
the arithmetic modulo n?
Probability. Proportional to n - 32 k .
Obviously, every RAS(t/J(P)) is RNP.
THEOREM 6.2. [Gurevich and Shelah, 11]. Every RNP problem Ptime reduces to
some RAS(t/J).
Proof Use Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D.
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7. APTIME REDUCIBILITY
In this section, the expression PI ~ P2 denotes that PI is weakly dominated by P2.
The notions of weak domination and rarity function were defined in Section 1.
LEMMA 7.1. Let PI ~P2.
1. If P is a rarity function for P2' then there exists e > 0 such that p" is a rarity
function for PI·
2. Every function polynomial on p2-average is polynomial on PI-average.
3. Every function computable in APtime with respect to P2 is so with respect
to Pl.
4. If (D, P2) is AP then (D, ltd is AP.
5. If P2 ~ P3 then PI ~ P3·
Proof (1) Since PI ~ P2' there exists a linear on PI-average function g such that
some gj witnesses that PI ~ P2. Let e = 11U + 1). We prove that pH is a rarity
function for Pl. It suffices to prove that Lp(x)'>g(X) p(x)" Pl(X) finite. But
p(x)">g(x) if and only if p(x)il(J+l»g(x)i if and only if p(X)I-I IU +l»g(x)i if
and only if p(x) > p(x)" g(x)i. Further,
L P(X)£pl(X)~ L p(x)£g(x)ip2(X)~LP(x)P2(X)<OO.
pix), > g(x) pix)' > g(x)
(2) is exactly Lemma 1.5. We give here an alternative proof. Suppose that a
function f is polynomial on P2-average. By Proposition 1.2, there exists a rarity
function p for P2 such that f(x) is bounded by a polynomial of Ix I and p(x). By
(l), some p 11k is a rarity function for Pl. Obviously,f(x) is bounded by a polyno-
mial of Ixl and p(X)l /k. By Proposition 1.2,fis polynomial on PI-average.
(3) By (2), time polynomial in p2-average is polynomial in PI average.
(4) To decide D means to compute the characteristic function of D. Use (3)
(5) Let f and g witness that PI ~P2 and P2~P3 respectively. By (2), g is
polynomial on PI-average. By Lemma 1.1, the product f(x) g(x) is polynomial on
PI-average. But the product witnesses that PI ~ P3:
Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. A randomized decision problem (D j , pd is weakly transformable
into a randomized decision problem (D2, P2) if some APtime computable function
reduces D 1 I{x : PI (x) > O} to D2, and transforms PI into P2.
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LEMMA 7.2. If an APtime function f transforms (D I' /11) into a restriction of
(D 2, /12) and (D 2, /12) is AP then (D I , /1d is AP.
Proof This is Lemma 3.1 (2).
LEMMA 7.3.
Q.E.D.
1. /12 dominates /11 with respect to a one-to-one APtime function f if and only
if the probability function v(x) proportional to /12(fX) weakly dominates /11'
2. Suppose that a function f transforms /11 into some v2 which is weakly
dominated by /12' Iff is polynomial on /11-average then /12 dominates /11 with respect
to a function f
Proof (1) Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.2.
(2) As in the proof of Lemma 3.3(1), we may assume that /12(Y) = 0 whenever
v2(y) = O. Let g witness that V2~ /12 : g is polynomial on v2-average and
V2(y)=g(Y)'/12(Y)' Define VI as in the proof of Lemma 3.3(1). We have
111 (x) = g(f(x)) . VI(x). By Lemma 1.2(1), the function g(f(x)) is polynomial on
/1 I-average, and therefore /11 ~ vI' It remains to check that f transforms vI into /12;
this is done exactly as in the proof of Lemma 3.3( 1). Q.E.D.
DEFINITION. A function f reduces (D I , /1d to (D 2, /12) in APtime if f reduces
D I I{x : /11 x > O} to D2, f is computable in time polynomial on /11-average, and /12
dominates /11 with respect to f
LEMMA 7.4.
1. If (D I , /1d APtime reduces to (D2, /12) and (D 2, /12) is AP then (D I , /1d
is AP.
2. APtime reducibility is transitive.
Proof (1) Suppose that a functionfreduces (D I, /11) to (D 2, /12) in APtime and
(D 2 , /12) is AP. Then there exists a probability function v~ /11 such that f
transforms v into a restriction of /12' Suppose that (D 2 , /12) is AP. At this point the
similarity to the proof of Lemma 3.4( 1) ends. We cannot use Lemma 7.2 to deduce
that (D I' v) is AP because we do not know whether f is polynomial on v-average;
we know only that f is polynomial on /1 I-average.
Define X'={X:/1I(X)~V(x)}, X"={X:/1I(X)<V(x)}, /1~=/1IIX' and
/1~=/1IIX". It suffices to prove that both (D I , /1~) and (D I , /1~) are AP.
The case of /1~. Let Vi = vIX'. We have Vi ~ /1'l ~ /11' By Lemma 7.1, f is polyno-
mial on vi-average. The function f transforms Vi to a restriction of /12' By
Lemma 7.2, (D I , Vi) is AP. Since /11 ~ v, /1'1~ Vi. By Lemma 7.1, (D), /1')) is AP.
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The case of fl~. Define v2(y) = Lfx~y fl~(X). Then v2(y) ~ Lf'~Y v(x) and there-
fore v2~fl2' By Lemma 7.1, (D2, v2) is AP. By Lemma 7.2, (DI,fl~) is AP.
(2) The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.4(2). Q.E.D.
8. INCOMPLETENESS
We give a sufficient condition for a randomized decision problem to be incom-
plete for RNP with respect to APtime reductions.
DEFINITION. A probability function fl on some I* is flat if there exists a real
number e> 0 such that
i.e., - log2 fl(X) ~ n'
for every I-string x of sufficiently big length n. A randomized decision problem
(D, fl) is flat if fl is.
The intuition is that all values of a flat probability function are relatively small;
none of them juts out.
In this section, the term "exponential" is used in a broader sense, and a function
f from some I* to nonnegative reals is exponential (or exponentially bounded) if
there is a polynomial p with f(x) ~ 2P(lx ll. The decision problem D for a language
L(D) over some alphabet I(D) is DEXPtime (resp. NEXPtime) if some exponen-
tial-time deterministic (respectively nondeterministic) Turing machine decides D.
Obviously, every NP problem is DEXPtime.
THEOREM 8.1. Let (D, fl) be a flat randomized decision problem where D is
DEXPtime. If(D,fl) is APtime hardfor RNP then NEXPtime=DEXPtime.
Proof We assume that (D, fl) is APtime hard for RNP and show that an
arbitrary NEXPtime decision problem Do is DEXPtime decidable. Without loss of
generality, instances of Do are binary strings. Let x range over binary string and
n = Ix I. We turn Do into a randomized decision problem (Do, flo) by assigning to
each x the default probability flo(X) proportional to n -22 -no
Fix a polynomial p(n) > n such that some 2P (n l-time-bounded NTM decides Do.
For every binary string x, let x' be the binary string of length 2P(nl obtained from
xO by adding a tail of ones. Let D 1 be the decision problem for the language
{x': xEL(Do)}, and let fll be the probability function on binary strings such that
fll(X')=flo(X) and fll(Y)=O if there is no x such that y=x'.
LEMMA 8.1. If a function g from binary strings to nonnegative reals is polynomial
on fll-average then g(x') is exponential in n.
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Proof It suffices to consider the case when g is linear on average. For some c,
we have
c> Lg(y)·1 YI I 'fl,(y)= Lg(x' ) ·Ix'l-' ·fl,(X' ).
.\'
Hence, for each x, g(x' )< c· 21'(11). n22/. Q.E.D.
Since (D" fl,) is RNP, there is an APtime reductionfof (D I , fll) to (D, fl). This
gives the following decision algorithm for Do: Given x, compute x', then compute
f(x ' ), and then solve the instance f(x ' ) of D. We need to prove only that the
instance f(x ' ) of D is decidable in time exponential in n. Since D is DEXPtime, it
suffices to show that 1 f(x')1 is bounded by a polynomial of n. Since f is APtime,
fl weakly dominates fll with respect to f; i.e., there exist a probability function v and
a polynomial on fll-average function g such that g(x' ) v(x' )= fll (x') and f trans-
forms v into a restriction fll 2 of fl of some probability c. Then
g(x' )· fl(fx')/c =g(x' )· (fll 2)(/,') =g(x' )· L V(t') ~g(X')' v(x' ) = fl,(X ' ).
/,' ~f"
Since g(x') is exponential in n (Lemma 8.1) and (fll(X'))-l is exponential in n,
there exists some polynomial q(n) such that fl(/x '»2- Q(I1), i.e., -log2 fl(fx ' )<
q(n). Since fl is flat, there is k such that
I1,' I'/k ~ -log 2 flC(,') < q(n), i.e., Ifx'l <q(n)k. Q.E.D.
The following lemma illustrates how prevalent flat probability functions are.
LEMMA 8.2. Let fl be any prohahility function on graphs such that, for each n, the
restriction of fl to graphs with n vertices is determined by edge-probability f(n) such
that
n 2I-'<f(n)<I-n
for some fixed B > O. Then fl is flat.
2+1;
Proof Let r = n2 '. For every graph G with n vertices,
fl(G)«1-1/r)/(1 1)/2=[(I-llr)'T(I1·')/(2r)e 11(11 11/(2r)
Hence
-log" fl( G) > n(n ~ 1)/(2r) ~ n'/2. Q.E.D.
COROLLARY. Let fl be any probability function on graphs such that, for each n,
the restriction of fl to graphs with n vertices is determined by an edge-probability f(n).
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The p-randomization of Hamiltonian Circuit Problem is not APtime hard for RNP
unless NEXPtime = DEXtime.
Proofsketch. Choose a sufficiently small G > 0 and design algorithms which
solve HCP in expected polynomial time if the edge probability is at most n -2 +I or
at least 1 - n - 2 + '. Use these algorithms to reduce the p-randomization of HCP to
a flat problem. Q.E.D.
The randomized halting problems RH(M) for an NTM M is not flat because an
input w for M may be very short comparative to the prescribed number n of steps.
For every r> I, the restriction of RH(M) to inputs wOI" such that Iwlr>n is flat.
Similarly, the Randomized Post Correspondence Problem and Randomized Tiling
Problem are not flat, but their natural restrictions are flat. For example, the restric-
tion of Randomized Tiling to inputs <T, I", k, p> such that p is of length ~ n llr for
some fixed r is flat.
The following theorem of Ben-David and Michael Luby [4] shows that the
question DEXPtime = ? NEXPtime is related to the question whether AP includes
RNP. See [I] in this connection.
THEOREM 8.2. If AP includes RNP then DEXPtime = NEXPtime.
Proof Let E be the decision problem for some NEXPtime language L(E). Let
x range over instances of E and n be the number of x in the lexicographical order
of instances of E. Let D be the decision problem for language L(D) =
{I" : x E L(E)} over the unary alphabet, and let p( I") be the standard probability
of natural number n. Obviously, (D, p) is RNP.
Suppose that AP includes RNP. Then some algorithm A decides D in time T
polynomial on It-average. We prove that E is DEXPtime. It suffices to prove that
T(l/) is bounded by a polynomial of n. For, in this case, the obvious algorithm for
E-given x, compute I", and then use A to solve 1"--works in time bounded by
an exponential function of Ix I.
Let k witness that T is polynomial on It-average:
L (T(I"))llk .11"1- 1 ·It(l")~ 00.
There is a constant c such that for all n:
Q.E.D.
9. RANDOMIZING REDUCTIONS
The proof of the incompleteness theorem, Theorem 8.1, does not give any indica-
tion that flat RNP problems are easier on average. The incompleteness theorem
seems to hint that Ptime and even APtime reductions are not sufficiently strong. It
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is natural at this point to raise the question of polynomial-time (or average polyno-
mial-time) Turing reductions [7]. However, the incompleteness theorem survives
the transition from many-one to Turing reductions; we omit the proof. Levin
found a way to deal with the phenomenon of flatness [17]. He proposed to use
randomizing (coin-flipping) Ptime reductions (RPtime reductions). A flat problem
RP time complete for RNP can be found in [22].
In this section, we give a possible formalization of a simple version of RPtime
reductions and then prove RPtime completeness of a flat version of Randomized
Halting Problem for RNP. For simplicity, we restrict attention to decision
problems in the binary alphabet. The proof of Lemma 3.1 (3) shows how strings in
larger alphabets can be coded by binary strings in a manner that respects
probabilities.
One may want to use more liberal reductions that are randomized, Turing, and
APtime at the same time. Different aspects of coin-flipping may be liberalized as
well. Coins may be biased, the number of coin flips need not necessarily be polyno-
mially bounded, etc. Also, reductions may be allowed to be incorrect in rare cases.
We prefer to use the simplest reductions sufficient for our purposes.
DEFINITION. A dilator is a Ptime computable function from binary strings to
natural numbers. If p is a dilator then the p-dilation (Dp, /lp) of a randomized
decision problem (D, /l) is the following randomized decision problem:
Instance. A pair (x, y) of binary strings where I y I = p(x).
Question. Is x a positive instance of D?
Probability. /lp(x, y) = /l(x), 2 -i Yi.
In the rest of this section, p, q, and r are dilators. Note that the definition of dilations
of randomized decision problems defines also dilations of decisions problems and of
probability functions. To simplify notation, the q-dilation of the p-dilation of a
randomized decision problem (D, /l) is denoted (Dpq , /lpq)' The following lemma
shows that the effect of such double dilation can be achieved by a single dilation.
LEMMA 9.1. For all dilators p and q, there exist a dilator r and a function f which
transforms (D" /lr) to (D pq , /lpq).
Proof Construct a dilator r such that r(x)?p(x)+q(x,y) for all y with
I y I= p(x). If Iwi = r(x), set f(x, w) = ((x, u), v) where uv is the initial segment of w
such that Iu I= p(x) and Iv I = q(x, u). We need to check only that f transforms /lr
to /lpq' Let x, u, and v be binary strings such that lui =p(x) and Ivl =q(x, u), and
let k = r(x) - (p(x) + q(x, u)). Every preimage of ((x, u), v) with respect to fhas the
form (x, uVY), where I yl =k. Obviously,
L /lr(x,uvy)= L /lpq(x,uv)·2- k =/lpq((x,u),v).
I Y I ~ k I .'·i ~ k
Q.E.D.
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Until now, the analog of P in the average complexity theory was the class AP of
randomized decision problems (D, J1) such that some deterministic Turing machine
decides D within time polynomial on J1-average. The use of randomizing algorithms
gives rise to a more liberal analog of P.
DEFINITION. RAP is the class of randomized decision problems (D, J1) such that
some dilation of (D, J1) is AP.
RAP is a class of randomized decision problems (D, J1) such that some randomizing
(coin-flipping) Turing machine decides D within time polynomial on J1-average. For
simplicity, we require that the coin is unbiased, that the number of coin tosses is
polynomially bounded, and that all computations on the same input generate the
same number of coin tosses. Does RAP properly include AP? We do not know.
DEFINITION. A randomized decision problem (D, J1) RPtime reduces to a ran-
domized decision problem (E, v) if some dilation of (D, J1) Ptime reduces to (E, v).
An RPtime reduction is a coin-flipping Ptime reduction.
LEMMA 9.2.
1. If v dominates J1 then, for every p, vp dominates J1p'
2. If a Ptime computable function f transforms (D, J1) to a restriction of (E, v)
then, for every p, some Ptime computable function g transforms some (D q, J1q) to a
restriction of (Ep, vp).
3. If (D, J1) RPtime reduces to (E, v) then, for every q, some dilation of (D, J1)
Ptime reduces to (Eq, vq).
4. RPtime reducibility is transitive.
5. If a randomized decision problem RPtime reduces to an RAP problem then
it also is RAP.
Proof (1) Letfwitness that v dominates J1, so that J1(x)=f(x)·v(x). Then
J1 p(x, y) = J1(x), 2- 1yl =f(x)· v(x)· 2- 1yl =f(x)· vp(x, y).
(2) Without loss of generality, f transforms J1 to v itself. For, let Vi be the
restriction of v such that f transforms J1 to Vi. Then v~ is a restriction of vp ' It
follows that, if some g transforms some (D q , J1 q ) to (Ep , v~) or to a restriction of
(Ep, v~) then g transforms (Dq, J1q) to a restriction of (Ep, vp).
Choose the desired q such that q(x)~p(fx). For every instance (x,y) of Dq, let
g(x, y) = (fx, z) where z is the prefix of y of length p(fx). Obviously, g reduces Dq
to Ep. We prove that g transforms J1 q to vp' Let (u, z) be an instance of Ep. Every
preimage of (u, z) with respect to g has the form (x, zv) where f(x) = u and
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Ivl =q(x)-p(u). Let x range over! I(U), k=q(x)-p(u), and v range over binary
strings of length k.
x,v
(3) Suppose some (D p' I1 p ) Ptime reduces to (E, v). Then there exist a
probability function fJ and a Ptime computable function f such that fJ dominates I1p
and f transforms (Dp , fJ) to a restriction of (E, v). By (2), there exist a dilator r
and a Ptime computable transformation of (D p" fJr) to a restriction of (Eq , v,J It
remains to prove that some dilation of (D, 11) Ptime reduces to (Dp " fJr)'
By (1), fJr dominates I1p r; hence (Dp"l1p r) Ptime reduces to (Dp " fJr)' It remains
to prove that some dilation of (D,I1) Ptime reduces to (Dp " I1 pr)' Now use
Lemma 9.1.
(4) Suppose some (A, IX) RPtime reduces to (B, fJ) which RPtime reduces to
(C, y). Then some (Bq, fJq) Ptime reduces to (C, y). By (3), some dilation (A p, IX p)
Ptime reduces to (Bq' fJ q) and therefore to (C, y).
(5) Suppose that (D, 11) RPtime reduces to (E, v) and a q-dilation of (E, v) is
AP. By (3), some (D p , I1 p ) Ptime reduces to (Eq , vq ) and therefore is AP. Q.E.D.
RPtime reductions allow us to have prettier versions of randomized halting
problems. Fix any function n(i) from natural numbers to natural numbers such
that:
n is Ptime computable,
• n is nondecreasing; i.e., i ~j implies n(i) ~ n(j),
• the function n l(n)=minln(i)?n) is polynomially bounded.
For an NTM M, let RH][(M) be the following version of the randomized halting
problem for M:
Instance. A binary string w of some length l.
Question. Is there a halting computation of M on with at most n(l) steps?
Probability. The probability of an instance w is the default probability l~ 22 -I of
the binary string w.
THEOREM 9.1. Every RNP problem (D, 11) RPtime reduces to RH][(M) for some
NTMM.
Proof Let M be an NTM and g be a longevity guard for M. By Lemma 4.2, we
may suppose that (D, 11) is the restriction of RH(M, g) to stable instances.
Construct a dilator p such that n( Iwi + p( w01 n))? n. It suffices to prove that
(Dp , I1 p ) Ptime reduces to RH][(M). The desired reduction is
f(w01",y)= wy.
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First we check that I takes positive instances to positive instances and negative
instances to negative instances. Let w be a stable input for M, n =g( w), and y be
a binary string of length p( wOl n). An instance (wOl n, y) of Dp is positive if and only
if there exist a halting computation of M on w of length :( n. Since n is longevous
for wand n( Iwy I)~ n, M has a halting computation on w of length :( n if and only
if it has a halting computation on w of length :( n( Iwy I). Since w is stable, M has
a halting computation of length :( n( Iwy I) on w if and only if it has a halting com-
putation of length :( n( Iwy I) on wy if and only if wy is a positive instance of
RH,,(M).
Next we check the domination condition. Let (wOIn, y) be an instance of Dp,
Iwl =1, I yl =k, and m=k+l. Then IIp(wOln,y)=n-32-12-k=n-32-m, whereas
the probability of I( wOl n, y) is m -22 -m, and the domination condition is obvious.
Q.E.D.
Using Theorem 9.1 instead of Theorem 4.1, one can construct prettier versions of
Randomized Post Correspondence Problem and Randomized Tiling Problem that
are complete for RNP with respect to RPtime reductions.
10. SPARSE PROBLEMS
DEFINITION. A probability function Il on strings in some alphabet is sparse if
there is a polynomial bound p(n) on the number of strings x of length n such that
p(x»O. A randomized decision problem (D, p) is a sparse RNP problem if pis
weakly dominated by some sparse probability function v with a Ptime computable
probability distribution v*.
In this section, the term "exponential" is used in a more narrow sense. A function
T from some I* to nonnegative reals is exponentially bounded or, for brevity,
exponential if there is a constant c with T(x):( c1x1 • A function I from some Ii to
some L~ is EXPtime computable if some exponential-time Turing machine
computes f The decision problem D for some language L(D) is DEXPtime
(resp. NEXPtime) if some exponential-time Turing machine (resp. nondeterministic
Turing machine) decides D.
DEFINITION [Lew, 18]. A decision problem D EXPtime reduces to a decision
problem E if there exist an EXPtime computable function I and a constant c such
that I reduces D to E and IIx I :( c . Ix I·
The bound on IIx I ensures the following desired feature of EXPtime reductions:
If a NEXPtime D EXPtime reduces to a DEXPtime E then D is DEXPtime.
DEFINITION. Let D be a NEXPtime decision problem and c be an integer
such that some NTM accepts L(D) in time B(n) = cn. The companion of D with
respect to B is the randomized decision problem (E, Il) such that L(E) =
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{WOlB(lwll: wEL(D)} and l1(w01 B(lw l l) is the standard probability of string IV
(so that l1(y)=O if y does not have the form w01 B(lx l )).
Any companion is a sparse RNP problem.
LEMMA 10.1. Let (E, 11) be the companion of a NEXPtime decision problem D
with respect to a bound B(n). There is a polynomial p such that p( I y I) I1(Y) ~ 1 for
all strings y of the form wOIB(I"II.
Proof Clear.
LEMMA 10.2. If a NEXPtime decision problem D I EXPtime reduces to a
NEXPtime decision problem D2 then any companion of D, Ptime reduces to any
companion of D2.
Proof Let f and c witness the EXPtime reducibility, and (Ei,l1i) be an RNP
companion of Di . Let x be an instance of D" x' be the corresponding instance of
E" and y=f(x) and y' be the corresponding instance of E2. The function
F(x') = y' reduces E, to E2. It is computable in time exponential in Ix I+ I y I. Since
I y I~ c Ix I, F(x') is computable in time exponential in Ix I, hence in time polyno-
mial in Ix'i. To prove that 112 dominates III with respect to F, use Lemma 10.1.
Q.E.D.
THEOREM 10.1. Let E be any decision problem EXPtime complete for NEXPtime.
Any companion Eo of E is APtime complete for the class of sparse RNP problems.
Proof For every NTM M with binary input alphabet, define the exponential
halting problem EH(M) for M as follows:
Instance. A binary string IV.
Question. Is there a halting computation of M on 11' with at most 2 1 w1 steps?
Let (D,l1o) be an arbitrary sparse RNP problem. We need to prove that it
reduces in APtime to Eo. It suffices to prove that there is some NTM M, with
binary input alphabet such that (D,l1o) APtime reduces to a companion of
EH(Md. For, by Lemma 10.2, this companion of EH(MJl APtime reduces to Eo,
and therefore (D, 110) APtime reduces to Eo.
By Lemma 7.4( 1), we may suppose that 11~ is Ptime computable. By the proof of
Lemma 3.1(3), we may suppose that instances of D are binary strings. By
Lemma 1.6, there is a positive probability function 11 such that 11* is Ptime com-
putable and every value of 11 is a binary fraction and 110(X) = O(I1(X)). Given (D, 11),
construct x" and M as in the proof of Theorem 4.1. M has a longevity guard g, the
functionf(x)=x"01 g(x') reduces (D,I1) to RH(M), l1(x)2- lx"I<2, and g(x") is
bounded by a polynomial of I x I .
Given an input uOl i, the desired machine M I simulates M on u. Let
F(x)=x"01 iOIi, where i=ilog2g(xll andj=2 Ix 'I+I+i. We show that F reduces
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(D, fJO) to the B(n)-companion (D" fJd of EH(Md, where B(n)=2n . F(x) belongs
to L(D 1) if and only if x"Ol i belongs to EH(Md if and only if there is a halting
computation of M, on x"Ol i of length at most j if and only if there is a halting com-
putation of M on x" of length ~j if and only if there is a halting computation of
M on x" of length ~ g(x) if and only if x belongs to L(D). Thus, F reduces D
to D!.
To show that F is APtime computable, it suffices to check that the function
g(x)·2 Ix "l is polynomial on average with respect to fJo' In the discussion on
polynomiality on average in Section 1, we formulated condition (iv) sufficient for
polynomiality on average. Thus if suffices to prove that, for some k,
L fJo(x)·g(x)·2 Ix"I·lxl- k <oo.
I'o(x) > 0
We have fJo(x) 21x"l = O(fJ(x) 2Ix"l) = 0(1). Hence it suffices to prove that
L g(x)'lxl k<OO,
I'o(x) > 0
which is true for a sufficiently large k depending on g and a polynomial witnessing
the sparsity of fJo.
Finally, use Lemma 10.1 to check that fJ! dominates fJo with respect to F. Q.E.D.
Some NEXPtime complete problems can be found in [15, 18].
ApPENDIX: PERFECT ROUNDING AND RANDOMIZED TILLING
This is a recast of report [10J with a reconstruction of Levin's completeness
proof [16J for Randomized Tiling. When an undergrad David McCauley asked me
for a challenge, he was invited to share the hard work of deciphering the
exceedingly terse paper of Levin. David worked mostly on perfect rounding which
is in the heart of Levin's original completeness proof for (a version of) Randomized
Halting. Even though the new completeness proof in Section 4 above is short and
straightforward, we find the ideas of the original proof very interesting and poten-
tially useful; a reconstruction of the original proof is presented in Section A below.
In Section B, which is independent from Section A, Randomized Halting is reduced
to Randomized Tilling.
A. PERFECT ROUNDING AND RANDOMIZED HALTING
Each binary fraction r in the half-open real interval [0, 1) has a representation of
the form O.x where x is a binary string. If x has no trailing zeroes then the
representation is called standard and Ix I is called the length lh(r) of r. If
o~ a < b < 1 and I is an interval [a, bJ, [a, b), (a, bJ, or (a, b), let Shortest (I) be
any binary fraction of the minimal length in I.
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LEMMA Ai. Shortest (I) is unique, and there are four algorithms, one for each of
the four kinds of intervals, that construct Shortest (I) from the standard representa-
tions O.x and O.y for a and b.
Proof If c < d are two binary fractions of the same length k then c + 2 - k is a
shorter binary fraction in (c, d). In the case of (a, b], the desired algorithm works
as follows:
1. If x is a perfix of y, find the longest string u of zeroes such that xu is a
prefix of y and set z = xu1.
2. If x is not a prefix of y, find the greatest common prefix u of x and y and
set z = u1.
Other cases are similar. Q.E.D.
Let p" v be probability functions over binary strings, and let M, N be the corre-
sponding probability distributions p,* and v*. Call p, normalized if p,(e) =!, every
p,(x) is a positive binary fraction of length at most 5 + 2 Ix I, and M is Ptime
computable. The bound 5 + 2 Ix I is somewhat accidental.
LEMMA A2. Every p, with a Ptime computable M is dominated by a normalized v.
Proof By virtue of Lemma 1.6 and its proof, we may suppose that every p,(x)
is a positive binary fraction of length at most 4 + 2 Ix I, and M is Ptime com-
putable. Set N(x) =! + M(x)/2. Q.E.D.
Recall that the successor of a string x in the lexicographical order is denoted x +.
The predecessor of a string x oF e is denoted x .
Call J1 semirounded if it is normalized and, for every x> e, Shor-
test[M(x), M(x+ )] is either M(x) or M(x+).
LEMMA A3. Every normalized p, is dominated by some semirounded v.
Proof For every nonempty x, let Nx be the shortest binary fraction in the half-
open interval ((Mx- + Mx)/2, (Mx+Mx+)/2]. It is clear that the corresponding
v is a normalized probability function. We check that v is semirounded. Let r be a
binary fraction in the open interval (Nx, Nx +). If r> (Mx + M x +)/2 then
lh(r) > Ih(Nx+) by the choice of Nx+. If r';;; (Mx + Mx+ )/2 then lh(r) > Ih(Nx) by
the choice of Nx.
Finally, we prove that 4v(x) > p,(x) for all x, and therefore v dominates p,. This
is clear if Nx';;;Mx or Nx+ ~Mx+. Suppose Mx<Nx<Nx+ <Mx+. Let
k=lh(Nx) and 1=lh(Nx+).
Case 1. k ~ I. p,(x) = Mx+ - Mx = 2[(Mx + Mx+ )/2 - Mx] < 2(Nx+ - Mx).
Further, Nx+ - Mx = Nx+ - Nx + Nx - Mx = v(x) + (Nx - Mx). Finally,
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Nx - Mx < 2 -k because Nx is the shortest binary fraction in [Mx, Nx], and
2 - k ::;; v(x) because v(x) is the diffeence of two distinct binary fractions of length at
most k.
Case 2. l~ k.Ji(x) = Mx+ -Mx = 2[Mx+ - (Mx+ Mx+ )/2]::;; 2(Mx+ -Nx).
Further, Mx+ -Nx=Mx+ -Nx+ +Nx+ -Nx= (Mx+ -Nx+)+v(x). Finally,
Mx+ -Nx+ <2- 1 because Nx+ is the shortest binary fraction in [Nx+, Mx+],
and 2- 1 ::;; v(x) because v(x) is the difference of two distinct binary fractions of
length at most l. Q.E.D.
Call Ji perfectly rounded if it is normalized and Mx is the shortest binary fraction
in the open interval (Mx-, Mx+) for all x>e.
LEMMA A4. Every semirounded probability function Ji is dominated by a perfectly
rounded one.
Proof The proof of Lemma A4 splits into several claims. Define:
[S(M)](x) = [if x> e then Shortest(Mx-, Mx+), else 0],
S(M, x) abbreviates [S(M)](x),
[S(Ji)](x) =S(M, x+) - S(M, x),
S(Ji, x) abbreviates [S(Ji)](x).
Claim 1. S(Ji) is a positive probability function.
Proof We must check only that F= S(M) is strictly increasing. By contradic-
tion suppose that Fx + ::;; Fx for some x. Then Mx < Fx + ::;; Fx < Mx +. Taking into
account the choice of Fx and the fact that Mx<Fx, we have Ih(Fx)< Ih(Mx).
Similarly, Ih(Fx+) <lh(Mx+). Thus neither Mx nor Mx+ is the shortest binary
fraction in [Mx, Mx+] which contradicts the semiroundedness of Ji. Q.E.D.
Claim 2. S(Ji) is semirounded.
Proof Let v=S(Ji). We check that Shortest [Nx, Nx+] is either Nx or Nx+.
Case Nx::;;Mx and Mx+ ::;;Nx+. Let r be an arbitrary binary fraction in
[Nx, Nx+]. If r is in (Mx, Mx+) then lh(r) ~ Ih(Mx) ~ Ih(Nx) or lh(r) ~
Ih(Mx+)~lh(Nx+).If r is in [Nx,Mx] then Ih(r)~lh(Nx) by the choice of Nx;
if r is in [Mx+, Nx+] then Ih(r)~lh(Nx+)by the choice of Nx+.
Case Nx> Mx. The interval [Nx, Nx+] is a part of (Mx, Mx+ +); hence
Nx+ = Shortest [Nx, Nx+].
Case Nx+ <Mx+. The interval [Nx, Nx+] is a part of (Mx-, Mx+); hence
Nx = Shortest [Nx, Nx+]. Q.E.D.
Claim 2 justifies the repetitive use of the operator S (the shaking operator). The
obvious abbreviations Sk(M, x) and Sk(Ji, x) are used.
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Claim 3. Let r be a binary fraction and k = lh(r).
1. If Sk(M, x) = r then S'(M, x) = r for alii> k.
2. If a = Sk(M, x) < r < Sk(M, x+) = b then both a and b are shorter than r.
Proof By induction on k. If k = 1 then r = ~ and the claim is obvious. Suppose
that k> 1. First assume that r = Sk(M, x). By contradiction suppose that
S'(M, x) = q i= r for some q and some I> k. Then lh(q) equals some j < k. By the
induction hypothesis, Sk(M, x) = Si(M, x) = q which is impossible.
Next assume that a = Sk(M, x) < r < Sk(M, x+) = b. Since Sk(M) is semirounded,
either a or b is shorter than r. Without loss of generality, a is shorter than r. By
the induction hypothesis, Sk-l(M,x)=a. Since Sk(M,x+) is the shortest binary
fraction in the interval (Sk - 1(M, x), Sk - 1(M, x + + )), b is the shortest binary
fraction in (a, b] and therefore b is shorter than r. Q.E.D.
Claim 4. Let x be a string of length I, m = 5 + 2/, and n ~ m. Then sm(M, x) =
sn(M, x).
Proof Let r = sm(M, x). Since sm(M) is normalized, lh(r):s m. Now use
Claim 3. Q.E.D.
Claim 4 justifies introducing an iterated shaking operator Sw:
[SW(M)](x) = SX(M, x) = S5+2 I x 1(M, x),
[sw(fl)](X) = SX(f.1, x) = SW(M, x+) - SX(M, x).
Claim 5. SOO(f.1) is a positive probability function.
Proof First we check that F = SX (M) is strictly increasing. Let x < y and
m = max(5 + 21h(x), 5 + 21h(y)). Then F(x) = sm(M, x) < sm(M, y) = F(y). Next we
check that for every positive real <5 there is a binary string x with Fx> 1 - <5. Pick
any binary fraction r> 1- <5 and let k = lh(r). Since Sk(M) is a probability func-
tion, there is x such that Sk(M, x) = r or a = Sk(M, x) < r < Sk(M, x+) = b for some
a, b. Now use Claim 3. In the first case, SOO(M, x) = r, and in the second case,
SOO(M, x+) = b > r. Q.E.D.
Claim 6. SOO(M) is Ptime computable.
Proof The idea of the proof is simple: the shaking operator works locally and
every sm(M, x) is computable from an appropriate array of M-values for binary
strings close to x in the canonic ordering of binary strings. To implement the idea,
we need a couple of definitions.
Recall that binary strings are numbered by natural numbers with respect to the
lexicographical order of strings; in particular, the empty string e is the string of
number o. If x is the nth string and m is an arbitrary integer, let x + + m be the
string of number n + m if n + m > 0 and the empty string otherwise. Further, let
x - - m = x + +(- m).
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A sequence A = [AI' ... , Ad of binary fractions is called an array if A is a strictly
increasing sequence possible augmented with a prefix of zeroes. In other words, A
is an array if and only if, for every i < k, either Ai = 0 or Ai + I > A i' If F is a strictly
increasing probability distribution, x is a binary string and m < n then the sequence
[F(x + +m), ... , F(x + +n)J is an array.
An array A = [A I' ... , AkJ is semirounded if for every i < k, either Ai or A i+ I is
the shortest binary fraction in the closed interval [Ai' A i+l ]. If A = [Al> ..., Ad is
a semirounded array and k;?: 3, let S(A) be the array B = [B2, ... , B k _ I J such that
each B i= [if Ai>O then Shortest(A i I' A i+1 ), else OJ; think about S(A) as the
result of shaking A. The proof of Claim 2 can be easily adapted to show that S(A)
is semirounded if A is.
It is easy to see that if F is a semirounded probability distribution and
A=[F(x--(l-l)), ,F(x++(l+I))J for some x and some 1>0 then
S(A)= [S(F, x- -I), , S(F, x+ +1)]. Hence the one-element array [S'(M,x)J is
the result of shaking the array [M(x - -I), ..., M(x + +I) J I times. This gives a
Ptime algorithm for computing S'(M, x). Now set 1= 5 + 2 Ix I. Q.E.D.
Claim 7. sco(.u) is perfectly rounded.
Proof Let v= SCO(p). Given x, let m = 5 + 21 x+ I. By the definition,
sm + I (M, x) is the shortest binary fraction between sm( M, x - ) and sm( M, x +). But
sm+I(M,x)=Nx, sm(M,x-)=Nx- and sm(M,x+)=Nx+. Thus, Nx is the
shortest binary fraction between Nx - and Nx +. Q.E.D.
Claim 8. Let v= S(p) and x be a binary string with v(x) < p(x). Then
v(x)=2- m where m=max(lh(Nx), Ih(Nx+)), and 2v(x»p(x).
Proof Since Mis semirounded, either Mx or Mx+ is the unique shortest binary
fraction in [Mx, Mx+]. Let k=lh(Mx) and 1=lh(Mx+). By virtue of symmetry,
we may suppose that k < I. Then p(x) = 2' and Nx ~ Mx. Moreover, Nx = Mx; for,
if Nx<Mx then v(x»Mx-Nx;?:2- k ;?:p(x). Since v(x)<p(x), Nx+ <Mx+. Let
m=lh(Nx+). Then Mx+ -Nx+ <2-m and Nx+ -Mx=2-m. Hence p(x)=
Mx+-Mx<2·2-m~2v(x). Q.E.D.
Claim 9. SCO(p) dominates p.
Proof Let v= SCO(p). Given a binary string x, we prove that 2v(x);?: p(x).
Let PiX=Si(M,x+)-Si(M,x). If every P;(X);?:Pi_I(X), then there is nothing to
prove. Let i be any positive integer with P;(X)<Pi_I(X). By Claim 8,
p;(x)=2- m>2pi_I(X) where m=max(lh(Si(M,x+)), Ih(Si(M,x))). Thus, Pi (x)
is minimal when i is the minimal positive integer with PiX<Pi-l(X). For the
minimal i, PiX> 2Pi_I(X);?: p(x). Q.E.D.
Thus, SCO(p) is the desired perfectly rounded probability function, and
Lemma A4 is proved. Q.E.D.
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THEOREM Ai. Every RNP problem reduces to an RNP problem (D, p) over
binary strings such that p is perfectly rounded.
Proof Use Lemmas A2, A3, and A4. Q.E.D.
LEMMA A5. If P is a perfectly rounded probability function then for every binary
string x there exists a positive integer j ,,:;; 5 + 2 Ix I such that p(x) = 2 -} and 2}M( x)
is integer.
Proof Let a = M(x) and b = M(x +), so that p(x) = b - a. Since a = Shor-
test[a, b), every binary fraction in (a, h) is longer than a. Since h = Shortest(a, b],
every binary fraction in (a, b) is longer than b. If a is shorter than b, then the
desiredj equals lh(b); otherwisej = lh(a). Since p is normalized,j":;; 5 + 2 Ix I. Q.E.D.
THEOREM A2. Every RNP problem reduces to the randomized halting problem
RH(A) for some NTM A.
Proof It suffices to prove that every RNP problem (D, p) over binary strings
such that p is perfectly rounded reduces to some RH(A). Define m(x)=M(x)/p(x).
By LemmaA.5, m(x) is a nonnegative integer. Since M(e)=O and ~":;;M(x)<1 for
x-:pe, p(x) is easily computable from m(x): If m(x)=O then p(x)=~, and if
m(x) > 0 then p(x) is the unique positive integer j with ~,,:;; m(x) 2 - j < 1.
Since D is NP, there is a Ptime-bounded nondeterministic Turing machine, called
the D-machine below, that accepts L(D). Given a binary string w representing some
m(x), the desired Turing machine A finds the appropriate x and then simulates the
D-machine on x; if w does not represent any m(x) then A does not halt on w.
Specifically, A executes the following algorithm:
1. If w = e or w starts with a 0 but is different from a 0, then loop. If w = 0
then set x = e and g to (4).
2. Find the integer k represented by w, the integer j with ~,,:;; k2 -j < 1, and the
shortest string 11 such that M( 11 + 1) ~ k2 - i.
3. Use binary search to find the lexicographically maximal binary string x
such that 11 < x":;; 11+ I and M(x),,:;; k2 -j. If M(x) < k2 -j then loop.
4. Simulate the D-machine on x; halt only if the D-machine accepts.
A curious thing is that A is not necessarily Ptime bounded because the represen-
tation of m(x) may be much shorter than x. However, there is a polynomial p such
that if A has a halting computation on the representation of m(x) then it has one
with at most p( Ix I) steps. The desired reduction is f(x) = wOl n where w represents
m(x) and n=p(lxl).
We check that the probability function v of RH(A) dominates p with respect to
f Since f is one-to-one, it suffices to check that vUx) dominates p(x). We may
restrict attention to the case m(x»O. Let 1= Im(x)l. Note that 21~m(x). Thus,
vUx) = (6/n2). p(1 x I)-3·2 -I,,:;; (6/n 2) ·p(1 xl )-3/m(X) ~ (6/n2) ,p(1 x I)-3. 2p(x).
Q.E.D.
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B. Randomized Tiling
DEFINITION. An NTM A survives n steps on input w if there exists a computa-
tion of A on w with at least n steps.
Randomized Survival Problem RS(A) for a Given NTM A
Instance. A binary string wOl n where n> 1w I.
Question. Does A survive n steps on w?
Probability. Choose randomly a positive integer n, a natural number k < n, and
a binary string w of length k.
Recall that a number n is longevous for an input w of an NTM A if every halting
computation of A on n has :( n steps. In other words, n is longevous for w with
respect to A if and only if every computation of A on w with ): n + 1 steps is non-
halting. If g is a longevity guard for A, let RS(A)I g be the restriction of RH(A) to
instances wO1g( w) + 1.
LEMMA B1. For every NP problem D there exists an NTM B D with a polyno-
mially bounded longevity guard g such that B D survives g( w) + 1 steps on an input w
if and only if w is a positive instance of D.
Proof Since D is NP, there exist an NTM AD and a polynomially bounded
function g such that A D has a halting computation on an input w if and only if w
is a positive instance of D. The desired BD simulates A D and keeps track of time;
if A D halts after at most g( w) steps then B D loops forever, otherwise B D halts after
g(w) steps. Q.E.D.
LEMMA B2. For every RNP problem (D, J1.) there exist an NTM M and a
longevity guard g for M such that (D, J1.) Ptime reduces to RS(M, g).
Proof Similar to that of Theorem 4.1. Instead of AD' use machine B D of
Lemma B.1. In the description of the algorithm of M, replace "loop forever" by
"halt". Q.E.D.
We redefine the notion of stability introduced in Section 4. Instead of the stability
for halting, we are interested here in the stability for survival.
DEFINITION. Let A be an NTM. An input w is stable for A if, for every natural
number n, the following statements are equivalent:
1. There exists x such that A survives n steps on wx,
2. for every x, A survives n steps on wx.
The following lemma is the analog of Lemma 4.2.
LEMMA B3. For every RS(Mo, go), there exist an NTM M and a longevity guard
g for M such that RS(Mo, go) Ptime reduces to the restriction of RS(M, g) to stable
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instances (i.e. to instances wOl g(H)+ I where w is stable for M). Moreover, it may be
required that 0 and 1 are the only tape symbols of M (with 0 serving also as the
blank).
Proof Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.2.
THEOREM Bl. Randomized Tiling is Ptime complete for RNP.
Q.E.D.
bf Proof Let A be an NTM such that 0 and 1 are the only tape symbols of A
(with 0 serving also as the blank). Let n be a longevity guard for A, and (D, J.1) be
the restriction of RS(A) In to stable instances. By Lemmas B2 and B3, it suffices to
reduce (D, J.1) to Randomized Tiling.
Let T contain the following tiles (Tl )-(T5).
(Tl)
$pa
$ 0
$
where p is the initial state of A and a is either 0 or 1.
(T2)
a
o 0
$
where a is either 0 or 1.
(T3)
$
$c
$c
b
c
c
b
where b is 1 or 2, and c ranges over the tape symbols of A.
(T4) For each instruction Cpa ~ qbR] of A,
$
$b
$pa
2q
b
pa
2q 2q
qc
c
2
where c ranges over the tape symbols of A.
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(T5) For each instruction Cpa --t qbLJ of A,
$
$qc
$c
1q
qc
c
1q 1q
b
pa
2
where c ranges over the tape symbols of A.
LEMMA B4. Suppose that r is aT-tiling of [0· .. (n-1)Jx[0 .. ·(n-1)J and
r(O, 0) is one of the two Tl-tiles. Then:
1. Every r(O,}+ 1) is in T2. Every r(i+ I,}) is in T3, T4, or T5.
2. The left string of r(i,}) is $ if and only if the top string of r(i,}) contains a
proper prefix $ if and only if} = 0.
3. For every i there is at most one} such that the top string of r(i,}) has a state
symbol.
4. For every i there is } ~ i such that the top string of r(i,}) contains a state
symbol.
5. For every i, let $wi be the concatenation of the top strings of
r(i, 0), ... , r(O, n-1). Then each Wi is an ID (instantaneous description) of A.
Proof (1) Only T2-tiles have the string °on the left. Every tile in Tl or T2 has
the string $ on the bottom, but no T-tile has the string $ on the top.
(2) The first equivalence is proved by direct inspection of T. The second is
proved by induction on i. If i = 0, use (1). If i > 0, use (1) and the fact that for every
tile in T3, T4, and T5, the bottom string has a proper prefix $ if and only if the
top string does.
(3) Induction on i. The case i = °is obvious. Assume i> 0. By contradiction,
suppose that} < k and the top strings of both (i,}) and (i, k) have state symbols.
The right string of (i,}) is either lq or 2. In either case, top[r(i,}+ I)J does
not contain a state symbol and right [r( i,} + 1)J = 2. But for every T-tile, if the
left string is 2 then the right string is 2. Hence (i, k) has 2 on the left which is
impossible.
(4) An obvious induction on i.
(5) Use (3) and (4). Q.E.D.
Given an instance (C(o'" C(k _ l' 1n) of RS(A), the desired reduction f produces an
instance <T, 1n, k, p> of Randomized Tiling where p(O) is the Tl-tile with C(o on the
top, and each p(j + 1) is the T2-tile with C() + 1 on the top.
LEMMA B5. A survives n steps on a stable input u = C(o ••. C(k _ 1 if and only if
<T, 1n, k, p> is a positive instance of Randomized Tiling.
Proof Let r be a T-tiling of the square such that r(O,}) = p(j) for} < k, and let
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strings Wi be as in Lemma B4(5). Then W o is the initial configuration of A on some
input ux. Check by induction on i that each Wi is the ith configuration of A on the
input wx. Thus, A survives n steps on ux. Since u is stable, A survives n steps on
u. The "only if" implication is easy. Q.E.D.
LEMMA B6. The probability function v of Randomized Tiling dominates the
probability function J.1 with respect to f
Proof It is easy to see that v(f(uOI")) is proportional to J.1(uOI"). (It is impor-
tant that there are exactly two choices for each p(j).) Q.E.D.
Theorem BI is proved. Q.E.D.
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